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DATE:
FRCM:
VIA:

MEJ?TING:

Drop-by visit to economic briefing for representatives
of national women's organizations

DATE:

November 20, 1974
9:00 - 11:00 a.m.

PURPOSE:

To affinn the important role of women in the current
economic situation.

FORMAT:

Meeting to be held in Room 450 1 O~
five minute appearance.•
List of organizations invited is attached.

~Request

TALKING POINIS:

To be provided.

PRESS COVERAGE:

No press coverage.

STAFF:

Anne Amstrong

RECCMifEND:

Anne Amstrong

BACKGRClJND:

The purpose of this meeting is to discuss the role
of ~umen in the current economic situation, involve
organizations in the WIN Program and give these
organizations insight into the natio"na.1. effort
towards a sound economy.

Attachment

Press briefing following meeting.
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ROY ASH
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SYLVIA PORTER
RUSSELL FREEBURG

FROM:

ANNE ARMSTRON~c:e

SUBJECT:

ECONOMIC BRIEFING NOVEMBER 20

I want to thank you for agreeing to participate in our
economic briefing for the leaders of the major women's
organizations. ·Your expertise will provide these women
with an in-depth explanation of the current economic
situation and the Administration•s approach to its
solution.
Attached is a copy of the preliminary agenda for the
briefing to be held on November 20th from 9:00~11:30 a.m.
in Room 450, Old Executive Office Building. The topics
mentioned for each speaker are merely reference points
for the discussion.
The 200 women present at this briefing represent
approximately 100 million women in this country.
They are leaders of business, professional, civic
and religious organizations. Some,are economists
and will be more knowledgeable abo~t the total.economic picture.
·
I look forward to our meeting and hope that this
forum provides an opportunity for a useful exchange
of information and ideas about this important issue.
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PRELIMir-;ARY AGENDA
for
ECONOMIC BRIEFING
November 20, 1974
Room 450, OEOB

9:00 a.m.

Anne Armstrong

Welcome and Opening
Remarks

9:15 a.m.

William Seidman

Administration's Economic
Program

9:25 a.m.

Roy Ash

1975

9:35 a.m.

9:45 a.m.

·william Simon

Budget

Financial Outlook

Questions and Answers

10:15 a.m.

Rogers Morton

10:30 a.m.

Questions and Answers

10:45 a.m.

Sylvia Porter and Russell Freeburg

11:00 a.m.

Questions and Answers

11:25 a.m.

Anne Armstrong

*

&1976

Energy and Conservation

The Voluntary Program

Closing Remarks

Mrs. Ford is hoping to drop by for a brief visit.
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EVENT:

Drop-by Econonic Briefing for Representatives
of National Women's Organizations

DATE:

Wednesday, November 20, 1974

TIME:

10:40 a.m.

PLACE:

E.O.B., Room 450

SEQUENCE:
10:35 a.m.

Susan Porter will meet you in the Ground Floor Rall
to walk over to the Executive Briefing Room in the
E.O.B.

10:40 a.m.

Remove coat in Holding Room outside 450 E.O.B. and
after Anne Armstrong, who is chairing the Briefing,
has introduced you, enter the Briefing Roon fron
the connecting side stage door and go directly to
the podium.
On stage will be:
-Anne Armstrong
-Frank Zarba (who will represent Secretary Morton
discussing Energy and Conservation)
-Russell Freeburg (who will represent Sylvia Porter
discussing the Voluntary Program).

10:44 a.m.

At the conclusion of your brief greetings and renarks,
return to little holding room via the same door.

10:45 a.m.

Leave 450 E.O.B. for Residence.

10:50 a.m.

Return to Residence.

NOTE:

There will be press coverage anu. White House photographer.

BACKGROlJND
Y1ATERIAL:

Coning.

Prepared by Patti Matsoa.

PRELIMINARY AGEtJDA
for
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November 20, 1971;
Room 450, OEOB

9:00 a.m.

Anne Armstrong

Welcome and Opening
Remarks

9:15 a.m.

William Seidman

Administration's
Economic Progran

9:25 a.m.

Roy Ash

1975 and 1976
Budget

9:35 a.m.

William Simon

Financial Outlook

9:45 a.m.

Questions and Answers

10:15 a.m.

Frank Zarba

10:30 a.m.

Questions and Answers

10:40 a.m.

Mrs. Ford Drop-By

10:45 a.m.

Russell Freeburg

11:00 a.m.

Questions and Answers

11:25 a.m.

Anne Armstrong

Energy and
Conservation

The Voluntary Program

Closing Remarks

WOMENS ECONOMIC CONFERENCE
NOVEMBER 20,, 1974
Goon

MORNING.

I'M DELIGHTED TO BE HERE TODAY TO WELCOME

YOU AND TO BRING YOU A FEW WORDS FROM MY HUSRAND -- LONG DISTANCE-OF COURSE •••• As YOU KNOW HE IS IN JAPAN THIS WEEK.

I

TALKED TO

HIM EARLIER,, AND HE SOUNDED JUST GREAT -- VERY MUCH LIKE THE JOB
IS STILL AGREEING WITH HIM!

AND

I WANT YOU TO KNOW THAT IN

SPITE OF THE HECTIC PACE OF JAPAN,, HE HAS FOUND TIME TO SEND ME
TWO POST CARDS!

HE

DID ASK ME TO LET YOU KNOW THIS MORNING HOW VERY SIGNIFICANT

HE CONSIDERS THIS MEETING AND HOW VERY NECESSARY HE FEELS IT IS TO
GET YOUR ORGANIZATIONS INVOLVED IN THE FIGHT AGAINST INFLATION,

.

t.

WE ARE ALI.. AFFECTED" BY IT,, AND IT'S IMPORTANT THAT A.LL OF US JOIN
IN THE FIGHT AGAINST IT.

THAT'S WHERE EACH ONE OF YOU CAN BE

IN STRUMENTAL,, IN CONVEYING THE MESSAGE IN A PERSONAL WAY TO YOUR
I NDIV IDUAL GROUPS.

-2LAST WEEK, JERRY AND I SIGNED A CONSUMERS' PLEDGE, AND
BECAUSE I FE EL STRONGLY THAT THE PLEDGE WAS MUCH MORE THA N A
PIECE OF PAPER, I'D LIKE TO READ IT TO YOU.

"I PLEDGE TO MY FELLOW CITIZENS THAT I WILL BUY, WHEN
POSSIBLE, ONLY THOSE PRODUCTS AND SERVICES PRICED AT OR BELOW
PRESENT LEVELS.

I ALSO PROMISE TO CONSERVE ENERGY, AND I URGE

OTHERS TO SIGN THIS PLEDGE."

THE PLEDGE IS SIMPLE -- TWO SHORT

SENTENCES -- AND J THINK IT'S APPROPRIATE, BECAUSE MOST OF THE
THINGS WE CAN DO TO HELP ARE. VERY SIMPLE.
WHEN JERRY AND I SIGNED THE CONSUMER PLEDGE, HE TALKED ABOUT
THE IMPORTANCE OF PEOPLE CLEANING THEIR PLATES AT MEALTIME.
YESTERDAY, SOMEBODY ASKED ME IF HE DOES THAT HIMSELF, AND l
HONESTLY HAD TO TELL THEM HE WOULD EAT THE PLATE
TAKE IT AWAY!

I~

THEY DIDN-'T

WELL, THAT'S A LITTLE EXAGGERATED; BUT WE HAVE

ALWAYS ~TRESSED TAKING ONLY WHAT YOU CAN EAT, AND WE'RE EVEN
MORE CONSCIOUS OF THAT NOW,

JERRY IS A FIRM ~BELIEVER THAT IT'S UP

TO US TO SET THE EXAMPLE, AND WE'VE FOUND THAT IT'S EVEN KIND OF FUN,

-3THING THAT HAS BEEN TREMENDOUSLY ENCOURAGING IS THE

ONE

INTER EST SHOWN IN FIGHTING INFLATION AND CONSERVING ENERGY FROM
EVERY PART OF THE COUNTRY,

Do

YOU REALIZE THAT IN THE LAST MONTHJ

WE HAVE RECEIVED MORE THAN 20QJQQQ LETTERS EITHER ENLISTING IN
. THE

WIN

PROGRAM OR SHARING THOUGHTS AND SUGGESTIONS ON HOW TO

CONSERVE?

I THINK THIS SHOWS THAT PEOPLE THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY

ARE SERIOUSLY INTERESTED IN COMING UP WITH POSITIVE WAYS OF
.

.

FIGHTING THIS PROBLEM,

AND THAT'S A Y.ERY IMPORTANT BEGINNING.

Ir's IMPORTANT THAT WE)
BECAUSE WE ARE. THE CONSUMERS.

~

WOMENJ TAKE A LEAD IN THIS FIGHT

WE 8.R.E. THE PEOPLE lf{HO DECIDE

HOW OUR FAMILIES SPEND THEIR MONEY.

WE

FEEL THE PINCH PERHAPS

MORE ACUTELY THAN ANY OTHER MEMBER OF OUR FAMILYJ AND WE NEED
.-

TO BE AS KNOWLEDGEABLE ON EVERY ASPECT OF THE ECONOMY AS POSSIBLE.

l URGE EACH ONE OF YOU TO GET YOUR ORGANIZATIONS INVOLVED AND
THINKI NG,

-4Bur JUST To SHOW vou THAT HINNii'IG CAN BE FUN) I THOUGHT)
CONCLUSION) THAT YOU MIGHT ENJOY SOME OF THE SUGGESTIONS

~

BEEN GETTING FROM WRITERS:

ililE.: WHEN YOU LET YOUR DOG OUT.1 OPEN YOUR DOOR FOR
JUST

10

SECONDS,

AND IF HE DOESN'T MOVE) GIVE HIM A QUICK.1

GENTLE SHOVE!

.llio.:

DoN'T HAVE so MANY DAYS OF SCHOOL--THAT's FROM

A STUDENT.1 NATURALLY.
AND THREE:

IF YOU DON'T HAVE A HOT WATER BOTTLE .•• TRY

SLEEPING WITH YOUR CAT:
IT HAS BEEN A PLEASURE MEETING WITH YOU THIS MORNING
THANK YOU VERY MUCH,

# # # # #

1~1
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

OFFICE OF THE W!ITE HOUSE PRESS SECRETARY
THE WHITE HOUSE
ECONOtrIC BRIEFING FOR
THE NATIONAL WOMEN'S ·ORGANIZATIONS
BY

ANNE L. ARMSTRONG,
COUNSELLOR TO THE PRESIDENT;
t'JILLIAM SEIDMAN,
ASSISTANT TO THE PRESIDEHT FOR ECONOMIC AFFAIRS ;
ROY L. ASH,
DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT Al'lD BUDGET ;
WILLIAM E. SIMON,
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY ;
RUSSELL FREEBURG,
WHITE HOUSE COORDINATOR TO THE WIN PROGRAM;
FRAl'JK ZARB,
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR; OFFICE OF ~.ANAGENENT AND BUDGET;
THE FIRST LADY; MRS. GERALD R. FORD.
ROOM 450
EXECUTIVE OFFICE BUILDING
AT 9:06 A.M. EST
COUNSELLOR ARMSTRONG: Good morning everybody. I am
deliihted to welcome you to this briefing to address the number
one 'issue, not only 0£ our own country, but of the world: the
econor.iy.
President Ford feels very strongly that women should be
integrated into every aspect of our programs to combat our number
one problen, inflation, recession, whatever you want to call it • .
\·:e won't get into a semantics battle. We have problems. He was
particularly pleased that before the economic summit itself,
durin_g the so-called mini pre-summits, at the summit and in the
follow-through to the summit, some of the very finest contributions
were ~ade by women as individuals with expertise within their
particular fields. Economists, elected officials, business
leaders, labor leaders, lots of unknown names to you, some famous
ones such as Mary Wells Lawrence, who made a great speech at the
sununit; Sylvia Porter, who made an excellent con~ribution, and
who is Chairman of the voluntary WIN program to combat inflation
and to conserve energy.
But he also felt it would be very useful to us and we
hope to you to have the women leaders of our country meet
separately, because there are some areas of particular concern
to women. So, you were good enough to accept our invitation to
come here today -- many of you from very far away -- and we have
two goals: He want to give you briefings from the very best minds
on the economy in the Administration and equally important in the
discussion periods we want to elicit from you the very best
thinking of the women leaders in our country.
Now, before we get to the main body of our program, I
would like to give you a brief report on something that is very
much a part of . what we are g-0ing to be discussing today. My
report on the World Food Conference, which was held in Rome
!fovember 5 through 16 -- I was honored to have been asked by the
President- to have been one of the three U.S. representatives to
that Conference.
·
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I came away Sunday feellrig that it was a t;rst big
step toward eliminating hunger, which is ·not onl;y the number
one problem of the world in terms of the economy, but I think it
is the number one problem in terms of humanitarianism, too.
Implementation O·f what was agreed on in Rome in two
very busy weeks is yet to come_, but I feel the structure was
laid. I thinJ.c the emphasis there was proper. ~~ must do a better
job of increasing food production. arid of betteri.~g its
distribution. Other.wif!e, if we cannot increase· production,
particularly in the less devel.opad-c~!'i.es by 1985, it, is
estimated that there will be a gap between what they need and
what they can produce themselves of 85 million tons. We can't
go on sharing shortages. We can't go on lurching from crisis
to crisis, from tragedy to tragedy, and I feel that thi,.s World
Food Conference came up with the right approach, a long-term
approach, a shared approach, one that all nations in the world
will work for shoulder to shoulder rather than relying on just
a handful of nations to hear· the brunt.
I think you would have been very pleased with United
States leadership at that World Food Conference. As you know,
Secretary Kissi~ger first proposed it about a year ago. He
outlined the President's pqlicies in a brilliant speech on the
opening day of that Conference; it was extremely well received·-,
not only by the nations there, the great majority of them, but
by the voluntary organizations such as the ones most of you
represent.

The non-government organ~zations there sent very fine
le·tters of congratulations to President Ford follo'w'ing Secretary
Kissing~r's speech comme~ding pim on his approach to solvini
this problem of global hunger and I think you also would have
been pleased that.the Secreta?'y General. of the
Confierenoe, a Hr. Harei of Egypt , in effept tne
Chairuan of t11e Conference) saia at the close of it that
m~ felt the u. S. l~aaersll.ip.. had ~een.; very strong
cu1a very positive• You have alre.acly read or heard
about tl1e Wo;rl4 Food Cou.ncil, an umbrella organization ,
wi1icH ·. will coordinate Under U. N. auspices
the grain reserve systems that the nations agreed on, the food
information and early warning syste~, the increase
and broadening of food aiq, and the improvement of agricultural
financing and distribution techniques in order to improve
productivity.

..

Now, I did have one disappointment at the World Food
Conference. It did not have to do with the substance of the
finai declarati6n and resolutions, but it did have to do ·with
statements by a hand~ul of u. S! rep~esentatives.
And I think that it ternpor.arily Q.i.verted -- I don't think it did
long-term harm, but I think it did temporarily divert -- the
attention in this cotUltry away f rQm the main accompl:ishments
of the Conference, ~n~ I think t~is may have emanated from~
misunderstandl:n.g of the goa.J,s of this World Food Conference.
It was ~o~ to overnight ~olve ~he short-terin ' h~~~
rendint problem o!- §ta~vation in. the wo~ld ~oday. If tha~ had
been its aim, we 'would have been better off staying home . and
sending the money to the needy c01:tlrtri·es.
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But this conference was meant to, be a long,-te:rim,
investment in the ,future, and I think,.it was a sounci long ... te:rim
investment. I also think.it was unfortunate.that. the,statements
of these handful of representatives·didhave,the effec~ in.an
international forum of painting the Uniitf!d States as ungenerous
and unresponsive, and it is no.t just my opinion. That does~' t
count much, but it is the record that this nation is overwhelmingly the most compassionate in history and just to cite one figure
in the last 20 years, over three-quarters of the food aid to the
entire world has come from the United States. lmd, while we :=\re
right there. in Rome> the United States announced that it was
increasing its food aid to Bangladesh by 100,000 tons of wheat.
1.•

We did have considerations that we will continue to
have in this country when we measure the human needs Df hungry
people around this world with considerations here at home, but
we will be continually reviewing those in light of the
availability of our stocks--our next crop estimates won't be
complete until December--in light of the impact it has on the
budgets of ,American consumers already tightly stretched to ·meet
the needs of our families, of the impact it has on world grain
prices, and what avail is it if we drive '1P the price of grain
and thereby have to reduce the tonnage that w~ can deliver on
commitments we have already made because the price has risen.
Also, we must consider that increases in our budget are
inflationary.
In sum, I think it was immensely encouraging that over
130 nations around the globe had input, too; from scores,
actually hundreds of non-governmental organizations, ue ·~..1~re ·able
to lay a new structure to solve what I think we would all
agree is humanity's most elemental problem.
In closing, before I get to our real first speaker,
I would like to just end with something I think will be of
particular interest to you. ',Pe .will have this resolution that
was passed by the World Food Conference on the table where we
will have all our fact sheets for you as you leave today.
This had to dowith the area of women '.s rights, a
resolution particularly called '~Women and Food'
A draft
resolution had been introduced by a number of countries. The
U. S. thought it was an_ excellent resolution. However, we felt
it should be strengthened:.;' We co-sponsored ·it, but we asked
that a void be filled in the draft resolution ..
1

•

While it did recognize that women across the world
cake a tremendous contribution in the battle against hunger -in fact, in the developing nations, they a~e responsible for
over 50 percent of agricultural production and distribution, and
while it addressed itself to women. in specific. fields, such
as their access to technical. training, :to nutr;ltion classes, to a
few other things, we felt that the resolution sho.uld. be broadened.
We felt that to the extent that women are denied
equal rights in any segmen1; of society, their ef.fectiven;ess in
the battle against hunger is impail"ed. · · ·
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We introduced a resolution to that effect. It was
unanimously.accepted ~nd our·delegation's leadership was
certainly recognized· in this field of ·women• s rights. I .think
you would.be interested to hear that the only argument that
came up against it was from ·the Congo Delegation a·na we co.uldn 't
quite figure out what was going on ·until it was made clear.that
in the Congo's translation of our U.S. ameridment, rather· than
Hequal11 it said 11 superior for women".
We will bide our time on' that one.
Now it is my great pleasure to introduce to you, .·
somebody for whom.I have the most 'tremendous respect and so does
our Preside~t, Ur. ~villiam Seidman, Assistant to the President
for Econom:id Affairs, who will speak on the Administration.' s
economic program.
MR. SEIDNA.\f:

Thank you, . Anne.

Among the many merits that Anne brough't~O·~h.e.We:r~d
Food Conference was a clear illustration that all of· 1..::3
Americans are not overstuffed with our own products t~:2.t ~.,·~; .J:J>..v,::
slitn, trim, people who can reJ?resent us very ably and I. am· ·
sure she had many other rrieri'ts, but that was certainly one of
them.
· ·
·
·
We t-.'~:i:-a all very proud to have her representing us at
the Conference.
I am going to have just a very few minutes, so I am
going to try to highlight a couple of basics in terms of the .
Administration's look at the economy and try to give you,from
the background of the summit conference,the kind of philosophy
that went into the program that the Administration has suggested.
•·

I think to look at our economic problem, we have to
look at three basic difficulties. First, we 'kriow that we have
inflation at the hirhest rate in our history. Second, we kripw
we have a. stagnant economy. We are· riot growing the way we are
used to. Third, we have an energy problem, and particularly our
dependence on energy i.;!ith a high cost and uncertain foreign
source.
So, in looking at the kind of situation that we find
ourselves in, we' had three basic kinds of problems. They are
all related, but they are als'o all separate, and I think that in
looking at a program it should be judged in the context of these
three interrelated but separate kinds of ·pro!: lems.
Many people, I think, have taken the view that
the program should be rece~sion-rninded,· or it should be inflationninded or energy-minded • I think the fact of the matter is: that
to .get to a solution it ha's
attac·k all three of pur economic
problems which we have in.this country today, and .;that is the
basic thrust of the program t!iat was presented •. That is why it
is a 31-point program, somewhat complicated because it is.· working
on all the various areas that I have mentioned.
,

to
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Let oe give you some illustrations.
On the inflation side, first and foremost in our rising
cost of living, is food. The program is designed to maximize
the production of food because, clearly, if we can do that, we
will have a chance to stabilize food prices and this is the
biggest sin~le factor in inflation.
Therefore, we need a program to make sure that farmers
have enough fertilizer, that crop limitations are done away
with, that the various kinds of restrictions and regulations
which have held down production are removed, and also give the
assurance to the farmers that if they do go all out in
production, they will receive a fair price for their product.
So, food was. a· key issue on that side.
HORE
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l:.nergy :i;:;ano't;h~r ,part of the program. Obviously, our
energy situation requires a maximized effort to produce energy
in tnis country, from coal, ,new oil, from geothermal sources,
from all the various areas that will ultimately get us out of
dependence on the uncertain sources of energy, which we have
at this time.
·
I think it should be noted in that regard, that many
suggestions were· made that the energy policy was not tough
enougn, and I tnink this is a good area to illustrate the kind
of complicated problem that we look at. There were many suggestions that an ar.bi'trary mandate immediately reducing our
imports by a million barrels a day of oil would really begin
to solve our dependence on foreign.oil, and I think a fair
evaluation of that is, yes, it certainly would help in that
area.

But, let's look at the other two sides of the problem.
An immediate reduction in oil imports would obviously have a
depressing effect on the econo~y. It did when we were under the
embargo. It would be bad for the automobile business, which
is not very good and was foreseen that it wasn't going to be
very good.

Tne reduction in supply would have a tendency to push
up prices so that wnen you did one thing for energy, it obviously, if not done in the right way, would have a very detrimental effect on the other two sides of the problem, inflation
and a stagnant eoon-c:.~;· ,y. So, these kinds of things had to be
.oalanced.
That is why I think, in many of the solutions that
were suggested by the Administration, you will see an attempt to
balance tne various problems we have and come out with a balanced
solution. Balanced solutions tend not to be sensational. They
t~nd to De a very finely tuned approach to the three sides of
our pro.elem.
I tnink the energy situation i'. ·a good illust:r2ti'm
of that. Still, it doesn't make for anything very sensational.
~good Dalance normally doesn't command the kind of attention that
some very abrupt· kind of program might do.
You . :: 11 ::;:::.e ,;;;arts of t1;=; :n'~·yx•a;. desi2.rn~d on t~1e

inflation
sid.e, a part for the energy problem and part for the stagnant
economy. I am just going to give you some illustrations because
we don't have a lot of time this morning.
tiut, in inflation, the~. are problems of_ regulation
and the ways that our Government has increased prices and what
can we do to make sure that by our own actions we are not making
ourselves inefficient and thereby adding to our inflation
proolem. On tne other side, we look at the problems of the
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stagnant economy. One of the things we need to do, obviously,
is improve our capital markets, get more money ill~o· business,
provide more jobs through 'having industry have more capital,
wnicn is tne essence of producing more jobs. We need ari. unem,I?loyment
program, a program to take care of those who are out of work
through .no fault of their own during this economic adjustment. We need
~~g~t;stions for reforming financial inatitutions, . to .provide
more and better 9api;t;.al~
The housing suggests we aid housing during this
period because housing is always the industry that is hardest
nit wnen we get into :nigh interest rates, and high interest
rates are tne result of inflation.
I tnink the.key to any efforts to recovery, to

inflation, is to get interest rates down, arid you can't get
interest rates down if you have high inflation. So, ag~in,
tnose are related.
··
·
These are just iJ.lustrations, I thj,nk, of ·the attemp.t
to nave a balanced program between our' three problems,. I would
just say tnat a perfect part of that kind of balance is in
the WIN Program.
I nope that you all heard the President, w~en h·e was in
Las Vegas tne other day, talk about what he means.. by •buying
wisely. He made it very clear that the program is not to stop
buying, the program is not,to reduce our standard .of living.
The program is to buy wisely, sell well', and end up ·wi t:li. the
consumer getting a better bargain and the producer producing. a
.better product.

Certainly, this is true in the automobile business.
Basically, today, the cars you buy will have better gas mi'leage and will cause less pollution; that helps in all areas.
So, again, I think a balanced approach is what is
required, and I think that the WIH program, in its own discussion of buying, is taking that same view.. I don't think that
has been.well understood, and we shall do everything we can
to make that clear.
Overall, we ~sk you, then, in. taking a look at the
program, look at it in. terms of the. three basic.problems we ~ave
and the specifics designed to help with each .of.thp,15e problems.
Thank you.

COUNSELLOR ARMSTRONG:

Thank you, very much, Mr.

Seidman.

We will now have our second speaker, and, then, we will
nave a question and answer period, directed to the first two
speakers.
MORE
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- Our second .spuaker t}iis morning is Mr. Roy Ash,
Director of ·the ·Office of Management and Budge't, who will
speaJ<.on the 1975 and 1976 Budget.
· MR. ASH: :Thank yiou, Ann
This is
So often I address audiences and look around
spot at least one lady, so I can say "Ladies
Now, I have to see if I can spot one man, so
you 11 L.:ldies
and
gent.J...::men •."
.
.

indeed refreshing·•
to see if I· can
and gentlemen."
I can address

·•

CLaughter.) ··

Any discussion of the economy that we might have
certainly focuses~on Government spending because it does
have a e~ntral rg1e, either as the culprit' in economic affairs,
or sometimes as th'e savior.
. To hear the critic:r;, i;e either suand too much or
too little of the taxpayers' money. We never spend just the
right amount •
··
Let me tell you a little of how much we are spending
of your:money. It is your money. There is no such thing as
Government money •- and then discuss some of tlie central policies
that are involved in doing so.
· First, ·a billion dollars is a' big number, and it is
hard to relate our personal lives to a billion dollars, so,
I will bt'ing it.down to some other numbers that may be
closer to our daily lives. We in the Federal Government spend
the taxpayers' money in an amount equal to $10,000 per
second.
If you t·.•ake . up at 3 : 0 0 o'clock next Sunday morning
WaA~ u~ to
count sheep, count them at the rate of one a
second, and think that even at that hour of the night and
weekend we are still spending money at a rate of $10,000 a
second.
If I come out· on time in the· comments I am jOing to
make now, we will be spending about $6 million'in·the meantime.

We spend $800 million a day. Next
year it will be about ~;~au 1dllion a day--and the
year after i't.Nill be about a billion d0llars a dav.
-ut to ·bri_ng."!~ even closer home ~het .is equivalent to 0500.
a month to every average family of four, and if you add state
and local government expencii tures on top of that> thc..t. is another
. MORE
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.. i~.'·
op co a ~1tonth. ·so, obviously a· lot .of
money is being .spent by the government. Even though these
aqd up to ·a great number of dol:la:'r.s ..,-certainly the $ 300
bi)lion that we intend to .spend this year is a lot of money -. the main issue .is what it is being spent for... .By only
understanci:i:ng the fact of what. we spend the money .. for, can we
really determine what changes we want to make in government
spending and how we intend to make them.

The federal. gov~rnment·from the day it was formed
many years ago, almost 200 years ago, for its first 150 years
cumµl~t1 i:ve1y <;p 3 nt: :$100 Lillion.We got up·to 1930 sp~ding
$100.l;>illion thr9ugh wars, tnrough recessions and worse, made
a lot of land a9quisitions but in total we spent $100 billion
cumulative for the first 150 years of this Republic •
. In 1962, we were spending $100 billion annually. In
1971, we were spending $200 billion annually. This'year, we
are spending $300 billion annually. So, you can ·see this is
a vivid example of ,exponential·growth at 'work.
It is frightening to some, particularily wheri you
extrapolate ahead, this rate of spending the taxpayers' money.
I am sure we would all agree there are some major problems in
the government spending, but I would like to convey to you
that maybe those problems are not what they seem to be. i.!,r~~1~' ·!
Letws take the period of the last 15 years, say,
1961 through 1975, and divide it in two halves, the 1961
through 1968 and since 1968, not for political reasons,
but because there were some very important economic
changes that ~ook ola~e in this l~-year-period and particularly took place beginning from that point of 1968.
The federal government measured by the dollars that
it spent even adjusting out inflation and the changing value
'
of the dollar,grew
by about 50 percent from 1961 to 1968,
largely an inq~~~se, f.:rom the Vietnam \Tar and some space ·
expe.ndi tures, but nevertheless it grew at a rapid rate in
real dollars from i961 to 1968.
There were increases in the domestic programs added
on to .it. Yet, uhen the war was oyer and space expenditures
went down, government spending didn't come down with those
facts. Go.vernJ!lent. spending continued on anyway and, from
1968 on the spendins;r by the federal government again measured
in constant dollars, that is, adjusting out inflation,
continued .about flat, even after the war was over.
So, what has been happening? Well, year by year
reductions in defense that have been takd,ng;,place since 1968
and in. space since 1968 have all been spent· increasing domestic
programs , and especially in. what we call transfer payments .
'.'Lis is the income redistribution where the rederal '?overnment
collects the c~·'.p' from one group of taxpayers and J:n :turnt~ pa.y"1#1·'.:

C.:1..S}• '.:t'<ll~ether

groups o'f beneficiaries.
·MORE
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certainly not to create any implication as to what government
policy or policy changes might be but merely to identify that
class of program, to list for you social security, supplemental
security income, retirement programs of a number of kinds,
aid to families with dependent children, Madicare, Medicaid,
many of these programs have been the ones that have been
increasing over the years.
That has been national policy, and for that matter, as to
some of these programs, the national policy for a number of
years. But the critical point is this year we have come to a
watershed. Defense can go down no· longer. It is the lowest
. percentage of the Gross National Product in 25 years. In
effect~ the public of this country is being asked to give
up less of the goods and services that it otherwise could
·"Jrivately consume for its security than at any time since
1951. Space is way down. But these other programs, these
transfer programs I have identified continue to go up at a
nine percent per year compounded rate of growth -- this is
built into the legislation -- nine percent in real dollars;
that is real dollars adjusted for inflation. They go up at a
rate of nine percent per year after paying for the higher cost
of inflation.
So, the choices for the· future are very few and they
must be made now. He can allow these kinds of programs to
grow at the same rate they have been growing over the years
and holding all others at the near minimum at which they are
today.
If we take that course, and that is a course that is
· possible and available to us, the inevitable consequences
are very simply either considerably higher taxes or
considerably g~ater deficits and more inflation that goes
along with it.
Furthermore, whichever of these we take, higher taxes
or higher inflation, if we project that course through to the
year 2000, by that time two-thirds of the Gross National
Product will be represented by government; that is, the
Federal Government in the programs it carries out, in the
transfer payro~nts. it would be making, along with the state
and local gov~rnments and their gove.rnmenfal activities ,
would be taking" out of this society two-thirds of all that
it produced and redistributing it back through the federal
system.
Obviousl~·, it would change the very nature of our
society if government became two-thirds of what it was all
about.

Or, we can reexamine all of these transfer payment
programs and continue at a rate.of growth that we can afford.
Well, this is the big question, this is the big issue,
this is the President's challenge, this is the· challenge to
the Congress.

HORE
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It is a challenge of this year, not 1980. It is a
challenge to the P.r:ierican people. The politics of the issue
are not easy, you can see, even as I have identified some
of these programs. Yet the ·course we are presently on is a
very clear one. Now is the time.to decide whether we wish
to go this course to a society that is two-thirds Government
by the year 2000 or' to take another course. It is that
simple.
You will be hearing more of this, both the economics
of it, the politics of it and the social implications of it
as the years go ori, as the months go oni as the weeks and
days go on, because it is an issue for right now. I think
all I want to do with this discussion is to suggest that you
keep your eyes and ears open and think about this, because
it is one of the most iraportant issues we together have to
face and we have to face it right now.
Thank you.
COUNSELLOR ARM'.STRONG: Thanks , Roy, and now Bill Seidman
and Roy Ash will be delighted to take qwestions.
The gentleman who will be back shortly is Bill Simon,
Secretary of the. Treasury. He, too, will have a c;ue.stion and
answer period after his brief presentation.
Now for ·the first question and address it to either one
of these men.

Q
Martha Blaxall from the American Economic
Association.
Mr. Ash, ttvo questions: First of all, I am wondering
whether or not now that the Pr~sident has officially labeled
our economic situation as a recession whether or not there
has been a shift in the policy of the Administration with
respect to the size of the b_udget for 1975 and 1976, and,
secondly, whether or not there is any activity going on to
test feasibility of changesin the position on tax increases?
HORE
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MR. ASH: The President. has indicated in recent
speeches and his interview for U.S. News 'taat we have a twof~bnt battle that we need to fight. . One, of cou·rse, is that
of inflation, a very important one, one to which he has
commit1:ed'a tremendous amount ofhis own energies to 'tight,
but at the same 't;ime,. to deal with the prob.l~ms .that come
frori: a declining economy ··- recess.ion if you will. The.
programs that were formulated and put forth by the President
on October 8 had in them actions that would deal with both
aspects of this very .difficult battle.
.
As it relate~ to government spending -~.. that is , of
course, always
a part of dealing.with the economy -- the
1
President ihas recently said as to. fiscal year 1976 -- the
budget. is' now being prepared for that year.-- that we probably
will no1: have a balanced· ·budget. It will ~ot be balanced
because, a111ong other 'things, the economy will not be producing
the revenues that it would if it were running at full steam
but at the same tiM.e there are some programs,. that• the
President himself has introduced to add to outlays because
it is his intention especially to relieve. some of the burdens
of a declining economy that must be borne by the people that
are unemployed, especially, and in the process of forming
programs to do, so, this is added t,o expenditures.
So, there are some· change.s in fiscal policy that.·are
being put into place for housing, for unemployed particularly,
and I am sure that others will unfold as we go that especially
deal with those most hard hit by the econo!!ly.
·.·
The second question dealt with tax policy and tax
changes. As you know, the Ways and Heans Committee even now
is considering in this lame duck session of Congress a tax
package that has as one of its features the relief of some of
the taxes that are imposed on the lower income taxpayers.
·That feature of the legislation is one that I am sure
not only will get good public support but good $Upport.from
both the Congressional and Executive Branches. We need to
see the whole bill when it. comef:l down, but certainly that
feature is one that has good support and will, l·am sure,
deal with this very subject of t11e changing economy in the
direction of a recession even as we are fighting inflation.
Q
I am Joyce Miller with the Coalition of Labor
Union Women. One of the things that disturbs us greatly in
terms of the PIN program is that when one of the gentlemen
spoke -- I think it was Nr. SeidI"1an -- in terms of buying
wisely, because when people have no jobs they have no money
and if they have no money they can't buy wisely.
The groups that I represent are concerned about buying
at all. Hr. Ash referred to providing jobs which we think is
the answer in terms of people having money so they can begin
to make decisions on buying wisely.
It particularly affects women, because women being the
last hired in many industries are the first laid off in terms
of seniority, et cetera.
MORE
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I would like to hear more specific kinds of plans in
terms of the.job pror,rams that the President has in mind.
•·

-

,

.,

'

HR. SEIDl1AN: The matter you bring up is obvfi:>'usly a
concern. Before I get to the question of dealing with those

who don't have a job, I think.it is important to point out,
at least based on the latest statistics, employment in this
country today is at the highest level· it has ever bee.n. I
think we should look at our problems, but I think we should not
panic about them. The fact of the matter is that 94 percent
of the labor force is employed and this particular statement
with respect to buying was obviously addressed to those and
also to the unemployed, for instance, in the automobile
business .today.
Those who are unfortunately unemployed at this,tiPe are
receiving incor;,e somewhere around 90 .percent of what they
would have had if they wel"e at wo?"k. Now, that is not ,good
and satisfactory, but nevertheless, those people do have
funds and I think we need to think about th~ whole picture
which does not take us from the fact that unemployment is
a problem, and it is a pl"oblem with women.
'

·we have proposed a specifi:c program in that area and
since Roy Ash was importantly involved in the details of this
pl"dgram, I would like to haye him speak to you about that .a
second.
·
.MORE
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MR. ASH: You may ?:'emember that pa;rt of the e.
President's program in October was to propose to the Congress
not only c:11anges
in unemployment ~ompensation, but at the
same .time, the creation
of a community.improvement corp~.
.
.
,)

The char1ge to unemployment compensation was basically
to extend such compensation benefits to employees otherwise
not covered -- and there are millions in this country -- or
otherwise not covered by existing unemployment compensation
programs.· I have in mind agricultural worke;r>s, domestic
workers and others, and it would extend com~ensa~ion to those
groups.
At the same time, he proposed the creation of a
community improvement corps, and the purppse was, there, to
provide opportunities for those who were unemployed to take
up temporary employment with state and local government. The
Federal Government would furnish the financing.to help
carry out some of the backlog of tasks. they always have
there to deal with.
It would be particularly triggered in those areas
where unemployment was especially high. There would be
temporary jobs rather than permanent, but ones that .would
provide income, and income at a reason'ably level to those who
otherwise would have no opportunity to find their own
employment.

These two programs could well add up to $5 billion
of Federal e~penditures next year, because it is our basic
belief as a matter of policy that the best way to deal with
an economy that is suffering from both inflation on the onehand and the recession on the other is to have broad programs
that deal with inflation. But have specifically designed
programs to deal with those that are harmed by the kinds of
policy that otherwise somewhat dampen inflationary pressures.
Unemployment is especially one.
So, we have set as our goal to aim a very substantial
portion of Federal expenditures to those people that you have
identified, those people who are unemployed and to relieve
some of the burden that they otherwise would have to carry.

We would hope the Congress would concur with the
President's program. We put it right up in the top priority
of those we have asked them to act on in this particular
session. We wouldn't at all object if anybody helps up on
the Hill by getting them to see that program as we have seen
it and as we have proposed it.
Q
in Science.

Anne Briscoe, from the Association of Women

My question is for Mr. Ash. I want to know if you
have any idea how decreased Government spending will affect
the appropriations for such agencies as the Office of Civil
Rights, the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, agencies
MORE
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who are mandateq to enforce the laws against discrimination,
because, even now, the appropriations for those agencies are
inadequate to do the job that they were supposed to be doing.
MR. ASH: I don't see them impairing the activities
of those agencies at all. In fact, last year's budget review,
where my office has the responsibility of working with each
department and agency as to the amounts they will spend for
various programs, led to an increase initiate,d. by ourselves in
one of those programs.
We go over, with each of the agencies, the amounts
the intend to spend. There are many place~ 'hrQughout
all of Government, without singling out any particular
agencies, where more work can be done with the same appropriations. So, we, particularly, don't equate dollars spent with
work accomplished necessarily, but we certainly believe and
support and provide adequate budgetary resources, at least
in our judgment, and there have been many other judgments
applied along with ours, to carry out those very important
missions.
We are going through, right now, the review processes
for the next year, and in doing so, I have yet to come across
any problem areas of that kind in the reviews that I know of.

Q
Could you tell us, then, if we see these
problems, what the avenue of approach is for us?
MR. ASH: I think the avenue of approach is with the
departments and agencies administering the programs, that the
process works something like this: the departments and agencies
propose to us what they intend to spend .and the accomplishments
that they intend to achieve with those expenditures.
During the last two or three months; there has been
considerable analysis going on by hundl;"_eds of people across
the Government, out of which come some final conclusions,
sometimes total agreement between ourselves and the agencies,
sometimes no agreement.
If there is no agreement, I make a tentativ~ finding;
the departments and agencies then may appeal that and appeal
that directly to the President. So that'·· ifyou have any
thoughts one way or the other ab6ut ~my · progrp.ms , the place
and way to express them is' with the. department and agency.
They all end up in'the. President's C?ffice, and I am sure that
they put forth the best possible case they can reflecting
any views you put in their hands.

Q

My name is Jo Benoit, and I am part of the

N.B.F.O.
I want to direct one question, first of all, to you,
Mrs. Armstrong. Barbara Watson was recently fired, one of
the highest positioned blacks in the Government, and I am
curious as to why She was fired?. That is the number one.
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- 16 The second one is directed· towards Mr. Sei.dman, and ·
you were talking about WIN~ We already have a program ~hat
is 'called.WIN, and to me, there was·such·a.contradiction.· Why
do we 'have'to have another one?
And there was another thing
COUNSELLOR :ARMSTRONG: I think, in. all fairness,
so that other people can get questions too~ .if you don't mind
making it just a two-part question.
I will be happy to.try to answer the. first part of
the question, which related to Barbara Watson. Barbara
Watson was under the previous Administration, and her resignat±on·~as accepted.
She did not feel happy with that.
•

f • -·~

I do happen to know that she was offered at least
two other posts, which I considered good posts;· that would
have used her considerable talents. She, for whatever reasons,
turned those offers down.
She has been in Government, I think, six years. I
think all of us tend to stultify at the same job after a
number of years, and it is my hope that Barbara Watson, whom
I do respect, who has a great deal to offer, whether to·
Government or to the private sector, will continue to use her
capabilities for the benefit of others. And we appreciate
her service.
It is just felt that
it was time· for a change after
;
a number of years.
Now, Mr. Seidman, would you take the second
question?
MR. SEIDMAN: We are aware of the Labor Department's
program, and I guess all we can. say in that regard is there
is really nothing wrong with WINning in two areas instead of
one, so that is what we are trying to do.

· ,Q
I am Shirley Lans, Professor of Economics at
Vassar, and one of thecofounders of what is a very new
organizatio:li called the Economic Think Tank for Women.
I am not bothered by this dire prediction of the ·
state we will bein by the year 2000, because I am wondering,
when you talk about two-thirds of the national product being
turned over to the Government sector, what rate of productivity
you are assuming, what rate of growth and what rate of
inflation, and I would wonder if we don't have to, in this
period of recession, be very careful to disti~guish cyclical
and secular programs and it might make a lot of sense, even
at this high rate of increased cost, not to discontinue them
at this time, but at the same time, be rethinking the priorities
for the long run.
MORE
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MR. ASH:. That is probably the very central question,
and .it _i;s\ the que~tion we have ·asked ourselves; what rate :.of
growth do we expect?
As we forecast, by the year 2000, the Government
will, in one way or the other, ~pend two-thi.rds of the gross
national product. Should.we look at individual progrqms and
prioritize them some wayi Should we, at this 'moment, ·ma;ibe,
suggest no change? I think those are all the very good
questions, arid I hadn't, as you saw earlier, posed any answers,
because, at this stage, they are in front of us.
But I will answer some parts of it that I think are
very critical here. We do look forward to a rate of economic
growth in the country on the average over the next 25 years of,
say, three and one-half to four percent in real growth~
Furthermore, if I adjusted out inflation in all of
this, it makes no difference what rate the inflation is,
because the facts will be the same anyway.
Thirdly, this rate of growth of transfer programs
has been at about a nine percent per year compounded adjusting
out for inflation. Whether we take a period, 1968 through
1975, 1961 through 1975, 1951 through 1975, it is the course
we are on, no matter which base you take off from, not because
each program grows at that rate, but because we have been
sufficiently creative to add new programs, year-by-year,
so that the aggregate of all have been growing at that rate.
Now, what I have done in my extrapolation out to the
year 2000 is say, let's just assume we continue at the nine
percent per year rate, not just with existing programs, but
add new ones, because there are candidates for new ones. Let's
assume that we are just as creative, just as interested in doing
that kind of thing for the next 25 years, as we were for the
last 25 years. Let's assume that is Government policy. Where
will we be? And merely calculating it, and it takes no more
than a calculator at this point, we will be at the point where
two-thi~ds of all the gross national product in this country
will be either spent by, or spent through, Government.
So, it is a hypothetical extrapolation of what has
been a series of facts that have characterized the last 25
years, and not merely af?king the question, 11 Is that the course we
wish to be on for the next 25, or do we wish to be on some
other course? If we do wish to be on some other course or
even on that course, now is the time to make the decision -I don't mean that this year's programs have to be adjusted
one-way or the other, especially·~~·but we must make the decision
for the long run as to which course we want to be· on.
If we make no decisions as to which course we want
to be on, we know which course we will be on. So, we have
the questions in front of us. We don't have the answ~rs. ~
c
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But if you want to join us in seeking the answers, we cancertainly use the work 'of such organizations as: you represent.

COUNSELLOR ARMSTRONG:
.· .

Thank you, Roy and Bill.

r.

Now, th~y will be leaving, and we will have Bill
Simon, the Secretary of the Treasury.

·MORE
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SECRETARY SIMON:

Thank you very much, Anne.

I am delighted to have the opportunity to come and
speak to a group of ladies. I can assure you that I am not
unaware of the women's point of view. I am the father of five
vocal daughters, and a vocal wife who keep me well informed
as to the feminine point of view. (Laughter).
As I walked in this morning outside I was handed a
manila envelope and I opened it up and inside was a book and
it was written, I am told,by Miss Dorothy Frocks, who is in
the audience here now, and it is entitled, 11 Are You a Happy
American? 11 I will look fo?'\rlard to reading it probably when
I get back to my other world aeain, because I don't have an
opportunity to read very much other than all the government
material that we get in such volume down here.
It sort of made me think for a second about some of
the problems we have in our country, away from the real
problems that we are here to discuss this morning. It is
called confidence and what has happened to confidence in
really the last decade. This isn't just a recent phenomenon,
where all the institutions that you and I were broueht·up to
reYere, our respect for these institutions or th~·respect
of the American people is at the lowest ebb in history. And
this has been occurring over the last decade. iJe ·have had
L'lany shocks, Watergate certainly not one of the least. We
had the Vietnam War, the student riots, all the ree;t of the
problems.
So, during all of this period while confidence was
declining, your government was growing and doing a more
inefficient job than usual and today we find the American
people basically are frightened and with this confidence
shaken, they are faced with the cultural shocks of really
the last year, the gasoline shortfall, the explosive rise in
food and fuel, the scarcity arid high cost of mortgage credit,
double-digit inflation, the decline in the economy and the
inability of your government to control federal ~pending,
and now, of course, the threats of unemployment.
1

Well, these were the factors that faced all of us when
we sat down to draw up the President's economic policy. If
we used to have fairly simple problems, by comparison of
inflation on the one hand or recess~on on the other, we
could deal with that in a rather straight-forward fashion.
For the one you could put on demand restraint programs and
in a very reasonable period of time, you could bring the
inflation into what we might call a reasonable range. Or,
if it were a recession, one could do the opposite, and
adopt expansionary policies.
But, unfortunately, this problem was more complex.
We are not only dealing with severe imbalance in our economy,
but with the problem of inflation and recession. Now we know
the cures. There is no mystery, contrary to what some people
write. There is no mystery about what caused our present
problems nor what has to be done to cure them. There is also
no mystery that it is going totake time to cure. There
aren't any instant solutions or quick fixes. They have been
tried bY:, governments before.
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Over the history of civilization they have been tried
and we believe that we have the tried and true formula in
place now, wfthout dramatics and without any attempt at the
artificj.al, quick fixes.
Now, what Q~used the inflati~n? Well, there were the
spe9i~l factors and the special f~ctors really were the
agricultural shortfali which caused the explosion in prices
and that was primarily created by bad weather in 1972 and
1974. Two, the arbitrary quadrupling of oil prices, a
cqmmodity that the world i~ just so critically dependent on.
The energy r~quirements for the United States as far as oil
and natural gas are concerned, 78 percent Qf our energy
requirements are in oil and natural gas!
is.

So, we are an oil economy, just as the rest of the· world
For the world as a whole, it is 68 percent.

.

And t~en
a much overlooked fact is the simultaneous
.
.. .
.
boom that was going on in all of ~h~ industrial countries
of the world which .created such tremendous demand for
industrially. traded raw materic:Us, there-t:ore pushing the
price up ; our two de,valuations o·f the dol1ar which we had
purp~>sefu1ly kept over-valued for many years after World War
II in order to strengthen the other- oount~ies of the world.
Well, that p9licy went on too long and while it was needed',.
it has short-run ~~flationary problems.
:

(

Now, the.se are the special factors ~d, ordinarily, when
special factor·s occur as they did in 1950 and 1951 -- two of
these factors -- as they worked their way through the economy,
the inflation rate, the price rise ~ould : decline to, t' ·~, 1-~ in
what you and I would call ~ reasonable level. But unfortunately
this time they are not going to decline to what you and I might
call a reasonable level andtlat is because we have had
excessive fiscal and monetary .Poiic~es in this country for
well over a decade. We have had massive budget deficits in
l't of the l~st 15 years, incluqing th.is .one, and these policies
must be reversed.
·
·
Roy spoke of. this , so I at:i not going to speak at great
length about the deficit problem, but just take a look at the
explosion in Iederal spending. It took us 185 years to get to
the first $100 billipn in our bµdget. It seems yesterday I
was in the banking business when the. argument was going on down
here in fvashington -- I beU:eve it was with President Johnson -about whether or not the .i>.UciM.t .should cross over $itl0 :,b_iliibn.
\

~tell,

it to.o k us ,another eight years t'o :·:get to $200
billion, a:nother ,.fou.~ . years to get to $300 billion, and at .
this rate we will be at $400 billion in two and one-half yea·r s
and so on and so on.
This is an 11-1/2 percent ~nqrease each year in federal
spending over the last 10 y~ars versus a little under six
percent increase in Federal spending in the decade before
that when we enjoyed reasonable price stability.
MORE
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The other culprit is r:ionetary expansion, the creation
of money by the Fed and by your government, money obviously
needed partially to finance the deficit, money expanded at a
rate slightly in excess·· of six percent. Now that is versus
the two and one-half percent in the decade before.
So, really, looking at these factors, looking at the
causes and discerning the solutions that Bill Seidman I
know went into, and I want to leave time for questions and
answers. We believe we have a balanced program, one that
is going to require some sacrifice, one that also recognizes
that in our society being compassionate people we have
to have humane policies, recognizing that we must assist those
who bear a disproportionate burden of the fight against
inflation.
111at is why we have the public service unemployment
programs and the expanded unemployment program.
Recent polls have talked about approximately 45 percent"
of the people who think we are now entering into a
depression and, you know, this is the wrong conclusion. It
really doesn't take into account the enormous structural
changes that have occurred in our economy in the last 40 years.
Today we have federal insurance of bank deposits
recent'iy increased to $40,000 for individuals, a Federal
Reserve System that operates as a lender of last resort that
today is in a posture of monetary expansion.
Noney contracted at ·33 percent during the Depression
years ,. which compoundeP. the problems of that time
enormously. We have unemployment today at six
percent, and while it is projected to rise, by no means can
that be compared to the 25 percent unemployment that we had
during the Depression.
You have an Adr:linistration~ a Government that is
committed to full employment in the Full Employment Act of
1946, a strong unemployment compensation system, a public
service employment progran and all of the income maintenance
programs such as social security, SSI, food stamps and all
the other programs that you are well aware of.
Also, a large part of our work force is in less
cyclically sensitive industries and occupations such as
Government, where they are more or less insulated from
a decline in business activity.
So, for these reasons the economy, in our judgment, is
just not vulnerable to the people who are saying this is a
depression.
I understand full well, believe me, that it is a
depression for the individual who is out of work. But, we
do have great strengths in this economy. They are often
overlooked.
MORE
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I heard Bill Seidmii.\n talk about the ·highest unemployment
which we ha'1e. in history today. We have capital spending
rising at a 13 percent record. We have many of our basic
industries operat.ing at f~ll capacity in our economy right
now.
Fine, but we also have ecorwr.:ti.c difficul t.ies ~ so we
have what is popularly called now stagflation. . It is a
combination of the sluggish economic activity.; rising ·
unempJ.oyment and the worst inflation.in our peacetime.history
and they are inextricably boun'd t.ogethe,r.
'
One thing peopie don't really understani:l is that
inf lat ion is. the culpr,it for a maj.or port ion of. our economy 1 s
problems. Inflation caused the financial instaj>,ili ty pushing
up interest rates that created the flow of funds out of
savings institµtions and sent housing into a tailspin.
Double-digit.inflation that frightens the American
people caused an er()sion~ a destruction perhaps in consumer
confiden.ce, and, therefore, we have the greatest decline in
consumer .spending in post-~iorld War II. Bu.t our problem,
really -- and Roy sort of ~egan to allude to it, and we
clon 't have much- t~me -- ou~ problem, really, is more basic
than that because ·of years of poi'icies in· this government
that promoted consumption at.-the expen~e of savings and
investment. This is what has to be reversed.
For many years we have been indulg~ng in a·conf)umption
binge, using up our inheritance and also borrowing from the
future at the same time as illus.trated by our burg~oning
debt.' In effect:, we have been burning the candle .at both
ends and the candle is gro:wing much shqrter~ I.t is clear
that once
:for all we. :h'ave to begin to attack the causes
for ~our problem 'rather. than continuing to attack the.
symptbrns or the results which really ,is what overnment does
so well, just attacks the results.

and

I am being cpitical and I have lived through a couple of
crises do-wn, here firsthand and the first response is to
·scpeam hyste,rically at the problem and then everyboqy.::.demands
more· government action and the thi.rd thing that happens
·usually is we· throw money at it and we end up with worse
problems than before instead of really screwing down and
getting the problems solved, right at the.cause of it.
So, everybody has a different cure for this and. it falls
:)robably in three categori'es: One, the people who wish to
:.3ay inflation is not our problem, · and, my God, how can you be
to inhumane as.to fight recession with unemployment. He are
not fighting z:-ecession with.unemployment.
This is one of the myths. If we allow inflation to
continue at, anywhere near this double-digit, we a!'e going
to i end
up: with
higher inflation,
, larger unemploym~nt ·and
.
"
' • .
•
"
this is what is really going to be cruel.
~

.,

So, we are not fighting it. What we are tryine to do
is increase productive capacity in this country to bring
back normal price stability and this is what is going to
give the confidence back and create r:.ore jobs in our
economy.
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So the people who are asking for ~ore expansionary
policies at thi!) tL,:.e, well, they are ,the very· ones who
have wcm every tirrn in the past :vhen we have missed the
opportunities •.
When I was sitting out there in your seat just as a
plain business.r;.an and ever-y 1:ime for the. seeminp;ly short run
attractive option of sti~ulating. the econorny, we end up with
more inflation.
Just look back to 1966. I can remember coming down
and te·s'tifying in Congress about the path we were on
financ.ially at that tiirie .and it obviously had to do with the
budget) too.
I often say little qid I know I would be unfortunate
enough to be s.~cretary of the Treasury when a lot of the
things I .warned about finally happened. But, that is all
right. (Laughter).
He }lave be~n on this path for a long time, and, thereif you realize it has tak.en a long time to create this
problem that we have) then it is going t~ take us time to get
back to reasonable price stability.
fore~

The second option.t of course, is controls. Hell, we
hav.e tried that. They have been tried for thousands of years
in different kinds or economic circumstances by different
countries in every conceivable form.
,
Let me assure you they have never· 'worke<,i in any
conceivable form. They dist<?z;t, create inequities, shortages,
and ultimately more inflation and r.i.ore unemployment. I ask
the people who want to c..hanpe our system a ques'tion and I say,
·Y;Jh.at economic system in the history of the world has given
its people the greatest prosperity, the highest_ standard of
living and the greatest personal freedom of any system in
history?' 1 . And let's not take that personal freedom bit too
lightly. It is no~ only our right as 'Americans, but in an
economic sense it is also eXtreneiy efficient.
It is O\lrS and unfortunately it is the systeM that is
less appreciated and leq.st understood. . We have to fir;ht to
maintain this system. So, curing in flat.ion by keeping demand
below our ability to produce while C3:t the same tim~. we are
expanding productive capf.1.city is a critical requirement
necessary t:o bring back. price stability in this country and
it doesn 1 t~ as I said, mean a depression.
·
Quite the contrary, g;rowth will cont':irtue to grow after
this recession is over or t~ill resume,' I sho'uld' say, but it
does nean putting off increases in Federal spending in sor:te
areas, with credit less easily available, with b'usiness
profit growth more moderate for a tine.
·
I have talked a little longer than I wanted' to. I am
sorry, but I get ~-Jound up on this subject. I have been
heartened recently by a Earris Poll which came out and showed
the public is fed up with empty campaign promises and more
than anything else it wants effective action.
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I thought in case you had missed it, I would read you
a couple of percentaces. By '79 to 16 percent, the public
feels they are paying too much in taxes and not getting their
money's worth. Hell, boy, nothing could be further from the
truth.
I guess Will Rogers put it best when he said, "Thank
God" we only get half the government we pay for, ' and that
is a truism. Actually, one might even argue it would be
worse if we got more, but I won't go into that.

By '77 to 13 percent they believe the trouble with
government hand-outs is the fact you have to pay for it four
or five times over in government taxes.
By '69 to 19 percent they feel that the kind of
politician who promises one group of people something from
govern~ent more than most other candidates ought not to be
trusted.
Gee, I hope this isn't just a passing ··thought that is
going through the American people's minds and I hope that they
will continue to be concerned about this. After this
present inflation rate begins to decline to normal levels,
I hope the Arnerican people will remain vipilant about the
problem of .controlling- government, because they need to be
controlled, and they can only be controlled by you people
out there tJho guide their destinies and vote for them.
We are your servants.
Now, with that, I would like to answer your questions
for the few seconds I have left.
Hr. Simon, may I ask you a question.
Dorothy Frooks.
Q

I

am

SECRETARY SIMON: Thank you for the nice book. I will
read it on the beach sorae day, assuming I live throuyh this
job.
..

Q
··.I think you will .~ind some constructive ideas
there: to help the economy ofrour qou.ntry by creating employment •.. Now, I feel that we have a ·country that is worth saving.
I. happen to be a .veteran . of .two wars.. ·I am National Commander
of the \·;omen World \Jiar Veterans. I feel that we should watch
Coneress. Congress is inc9nsistent.with some of its laws.

For instance, they have a minimum wage law which
prevents youth, prevents unskilled labor from becoming
employed and I think they should chahge something to make it
possible for people to get jobs. And; also we have the
unions that have closed shops and if we can get Congress to
compel all workers to have a right to work, I think we will
do away with inflation.
MORE
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Have you thought of that?
SECRETARY SIMON: God bless you, Mrs. Frooks. You
sound very like I qo when r am up testifying before Congress
and.what we need is more American people to get this across,
because what you are calling for is just what we attempt to
do and it is extremely difficult in this great democracy.
Indeed, w~ have a country worth saving and we have, as
I sa:y, great strengths and we should talk about these great
strengths in our economy, recognizing our weaknesses because
I am not the proponent of the good news machine.
I like to tell people exactly what our problems are
and what we have to do is make sure our government is more
responsive to sound policies rather than special-interest
groups.
I am Mary l<eyserling, representing the Interstate
Association of the Commission on the Status of Homen. I am
disturbed to have you emphasize the need for further
expansion in production capacity and the curtailment of
consumption. I would point out, Mr. Simon, that if you
will look at the figures of the average take-home pay of
all the non-supervisory workers, and non-farm employment,
we find that the average weekly take-home pay of workers with
three dependents is down to what it was in real purchasing
pot~er terms back to what it was in 1964, so that for 10 years
the great bulk of our average workers has had no increase
in real purchasing power while our productive capacity is
very much higher.
Q

And I Nould submit that what we need to do, quite
contrary to the last speaker whom you applauded, is to build
the purchasing power of the average consumer.
SECRETARY SIMON:

You know, we are saying the same

thing.

Q
Then let's make it quite clear. The automobile
industry is quite aware of the fact that people don't have
purchasing power. They are not selling autos. The housing
industry is quite aware that people don't have purchasing
power. They can't buy houses. They simply haven't had the
increase in purchasing power and I would say, thank God,
for what our unions have done in helping us sustain the
purchasing power of our people and if it hadn't been for
them, what they have been able to do to sustain it, I think
our recession would be far deeper.
And, thank heaven's for the fact that our Congress by
an overwhelming vote obviously reflecting the bulk of public
opinion in the country, raised the minimum wage rate, not
enough to keep up with the rising prices, because by raising
the ninimum wage from $1.60 to its present level, isn't
even sufficient to ke-ep up with the increasing cost of living.
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don't we just go about it and
attackthat problem at the cause. That is why I say you and
I are saying the same thing in different ways, because when
we increase;;roduction capacity and increase goods and
services in.this country, when we reverse, for instances,
our agricultural policies, which has great set-a.sides, which
restricted food production in this country, and that keeps
prices high.
SECRETARY snmN:

Why

Well, now, we don't have those things any more. When
we produce more of every.thing· that people .der.iand, then they
not only get everything they want, but .. ,they get it at a
cheaper price. And this is what is important. So, we are
both saying the same thing.
MORE
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Janice Mendenhall, President of the Federally

Employed W9men.
I have a question about· revenue sharing, which is·
directly under your control as Secretary of the Treasury. As
you probably know, womenhave a higher unemployment rate than
men,. and in the regulations about revenue.sharing, there are
certain provisions for .nondiscrimination or these· funds may
not be used to deny anyone civil rights. I wa~ wondering if
these antidiscrimination provisions have ever been invoked,
and secondly, is the Office of Revenue Sharing Staff large
enough to monitor this to see that funds are not given to a
city which refuses to hire women as policemen and firtemen?
SECRETARY SIMON: The Office of Revenue Sharing
could not do that job alone. We give them support assistance
in the law enforcement area and within my administrative area
within the Treasury Department, to make sure that is enforced.
We consider that critically important, but I would love to
know, I tell you, because we cannot know everything firsthand, and I am sure there are abuses in every single area,
and I don't mean to pay lip service to you.
If any of you ladies every know any of the specifics
of these abuses, I wish you would p~rsonally bring them to
my attention. You will find, when you write a letter to Bill
Simon at the Treasury Department, I read them all, and you
will hear from me with an explicit answer.

Q

Mary Ebinger, United Methodist Women.

We realize there are a lot of problems, and we are
well aware of them and we know there are no quick cures.
But here we are, women from all over the country, and I would
like to ask if some type of specific guidelines could be
given to us to get to the local organizations through the
national organizations for specific action and study, so that
we here, who have come today, can do something, even if
maybe they are only small measures.
SECRETARY SIMON: I think a lot of what we have
talked about already applies, there again, remembering there
is not quick fix, that we are all going to have to work together
to work out of it. I think the WIN program that I believe
Mr. Freeburg is going to talk to you about can be a great
conduit to work from the Government to the American people
as a whole.
The American people really are akey to the solution
of this problem, in the understanding of the problem and
what brought it about, and I mean a very deep understanding.
We can do many things in the area of conservation and avoiding
waste, whether it is electricity, or other energy resources,
avoidance of was1ein food consumption and support productivity
in the office. We can buy smart and resist price gouging,
and we can demand an end to Government deficit spending as well.
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This is where, as I said, you can be a tremendous
influence upon your Congressman because, until we get back to
bala11cing revenues and expenditures, we are not going to enjoy
pride stability in this country for a sustained period of time.
And.that is the most ·important and largest step we can do to
regain the confidence of the American people in their Government,
and it is. going to be a battle. And that is what we· are trying
to do.
'·.

Thank you.
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COUNSELLOR ARMSTRONG: Thank you, Secretary Simon.
Now we do have a speaker whom I think can give
some good answers to your question of what you can do to
help wage this fiaht against inflation and recession and
to take part in the very important problem of conservation.
Sp, I would like to call on Mr. Russ Freeburg, who is the
coordinator, the liaison to the PIN program. Russ·.
'

NR. FREEEURG: Thank you, Anne, very much. I
appreciate this opportunity that you are giving the WIN
Committee to explain briefly what it is undertaking. I
think I could start· right away and ask what is the WIN
Colnmi ttee.
We have.been in operation now approximately 5-1/2
weeks. It has been shortened already to the \·UN Co~.i ttee,
but it is actually the Citizens Action Cor.unittee to Fight
Inflation. Tbis was for.med by President Ford on October· a
in his address to Congress. The WIN program is actually a
citizenv a mobilization to fight inflation and to save energy.
It is nonpartisan. There are Democrats on the Cornrnittee.
There are Republicans on the Committee. I think you do have
a list of the Committee membership to date. This is your
program as citizens and it is one avenue that citizens can
use to help slow inflation and to save energy•

.
You can help organize it and operate it in your
local cori.ununi ty. One of the first things that the WIN
Committee has done is to plan and start to put in operation
local action committees. In the last.ten days, we have been
in the process of mailing to mayors,and county executives
across the country -- 10,000 in all, and I hope the mailing
will be completed in. another five days
specific
suggestions to them and a plea to the~ to take the leadership
in organizing these local committees.
see in the audience today Mary, Kathryn Miller,
President of .the American Federation
of Women's Clubs. She
.
has already spent raany h,ours as the Chairman of the
Committee's task· force· or subcorr:mi ttee in the organization
of these local action committees.
I

.

,·

~

These committees sh,0uld have the same cross-section
of people that the. pational couunittee has and anyone who

wants to join one of thes~ loo.al committees' or if the
mc:~.yor is· reluctant in forming one,· take the lead yourself
in forming it, and get underway.
I think .you a lso have s ome material that shows the
P.ledges that local action committees developed and has the
approval of the committee; businessman and business woman's
pledge, the consumers'pledge and the\workersipledge. These
local action committees can work to hold the line on prices
and if we can do that, we can help stabilize the economy.
HORE

- 30 ·You have al?'eady talked about productivity but they can
work to increase productivity and the workers' pledge has the
baoking of the AFL-CIO. ·It talks ·about e'liminating waste, but
what we are talking about is increasing preductivity.
The Committee is also going to have a task force and
is beginning to work on forming what has been ref erred to as
VIN gardens. There are interested individual gardens but also
they are very interested in looking at community gardens and
they want to study the .legality of using some of these v;ast
tracts of empty land where the buildings have been leveled for
uziban renewal to see if it would be leealto use these lands
and also if the soil would be· agreeable to gardens. They may
be filled with bricks, we don't know. But they want to look at
that and see if this program can be underway by next summer.
Latezi on, they would 1ike to get into recycling and see if some
type of national coordination can be developed in opeziating
recyclinf programs.· I mentioned conserving energy and, of course,
one of the goals that the Committee would hope we can achieve is
reducing the consumption in this country of the one million barrels
of oil a day.
The Committee is veziy aware that people ask fo~
specifics and it is going to take the Committee time to try to
develop. specifics. tJe can't talk about the one million barrels
of oil a day, if we can get associations that are familiar -···
the automobile association and so on, other associations -that can tell us specifically W'hat one· individual ,can do ..
If we· cari cut back on ·gasoline consumption by two
gallons a we.ek, if that is what the answer is, then we can give
a specific to an individual. But, ·.r think the Co:mmi ttee also
realizes very early that you can make appeals to individuals but
perhaps the best way to carry this out is through associations
and through organizations rather than just making an appeal to
an individual and also tziy to get to specifics.

Let me ask another question. Why the.HIN program? I
think.there azie two reasons. One is short-tezim and I have said
the shozit-term is to stop inflation; stop a r~cession from plunging
deeper.
If you can stabilize prices, maybe we will come out
somewhere in the middle. What is the· long·"term reason for a WIN
program in asking for citizen involvement? Peare in the early
stages of restructuring of ·our society, not only in this country
but in the world. We live in a c6mputeziized age where you can
determine supply and demand ahead for 20 or 30 years. I think
you have to consider this and we have to save for our children in
the future and this is going to require a ziestruc~uziing of our
society and, as I said, we,are in the first stages of this with
oil, food, population. And, in the end a citizen is going to
play the important part in this and you are going to have to
restructure youzi own life to meet these.new worid ·demands.
i''iORE
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I th.ink we are giving out 'buttons today, the WIN
butto~, which Mrs •. Armstrong is. wearing and I am wearing.
I have been told that the button manufacturers are estimating
there are 10,_million to 12 million of these buttons in
production or being distributed across the country. The
Committee hopes that this button will be a badge that people
will wear to show that they do have the spirit and want to
rally to solve this problem, and if one wears it·arid the other
wears it, they know they have a common bond and they are
working toward the same goal.
Inflation is a common enemy of everyone in this
country. It is hurting everyone. The WIN type of program was
conceived at the Eco:nomic Summit Meeting, and advisers that
President Ford has on various economic committees at the.
White House talked about this problem and the necessity to
rally this country to a common goal or a national purpose,
which would be to stop inflation and-conserve energy. This
is one. place where there· is a common ground, and this is one
place where we can pick up the pieces from the last decade and
do something for ourselves that will help us to have a more
·
stabile economy and a more stabile country.
What is neededto succeed? I think, first, what is
needed to succeed is the leadership of business in this
country. If t.he corporations and businessmen will just make
the attempt to hold the line on prices, if the consuiµe~will
make the attempt to buy where the price line is beilig h.eld
and if the worker will help to lower costs in the economy by
increasing the productivity -- and we are all workers, every
one -of us. We are.all consumers,.every one of us. When the
bus ines,sman goes home, he is a consumer; he is no longer a.
businef1sman.
·
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COUNSELLOR ARMSTRONG: Russ, there are very few
people I would interrupt you for. We will have your Q and A
later.
I am delighted to tell you that our First Lady is
coming to say hello to you.

MRS. FORD:

Thank you very much.

If I am a little out of brf:;ath, it is because we
ran over here, and I had to stop outside and grab a glass
of water, so please excuse me.
I did prepare a few words for, you because I think
this is one of the iacst important me.atings and one of the most
important conferences that we have in Washington at this time.

I am delighted to be here today, and I am. delighted
to welcome you and particularly bring you a few words from
my husband, long distance, of course, because you know he is·,
in Japan.

I fortunately do hear from him via telephone, and
al though the P•l.l".~~ i:r. Japa:r~ has been very hectic, he told
me the other n.i.ght that he had time to write to me two post
cards, and I waa so amused because I had never received a post
card from him before. You see, it pays to have your husband
get to be President. (Laughter.)
But, in ·a more serious vein, he did ask me to let
you know this morning how very significant he considers this
meeting and how very necessary he feels· it is to·. ge~ your ····
organizations involved in the fight against inflation. we·
are all effected by it, and it is impoptant to all of us to
to join in the fight against it.
This is where each one of you can be instrumental
in conveying the message in a personal way to your own
individual groups when you return.
Last week, Gerry and I signed a consumer's pledge,
and because I feel so strongly that this message was not just
a piece of paper, I would like to read it to you.
"I pledge to my fellow citizens that I will buy when
possible only those products and services priced at or below
present levels. I also promise to conserve energy, and I
urge others to sign this pledge."
Now, the pledge is simple, two short sentences, and
I think it is appropriate because most of the things that we
can do to help are simple.
When Gerry and I signed the consumer's pledge, he
talked about the importance of people clea.1ing their plates.
This, of course, I think most families know, if you have
children, is always very important, and someone asked me the
other day whether Gerry really does, and I honestly had to
answer them that, yes, indeed, he certainly cleans his plate.
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And if they didn't take it away, I. am afraid he would eat the
plate also. (Laughter.) But'i this is just an example, and it
is a little exagg'~rated.
c, ..
However, we ha:ve always stressed that the children
should also take that which they can eat and not waste food
by throwing.it away, and :t think this is more important then
ever. Gerry is a firm believer in this, and he is a firm
believer that it is up to us to set.the example.

,;

'

Really and truly, we have found it sort of fun
doing and working at·it. One thing that has b~en t~emendously
encouraging is the interest shown in fighting inflation and
conserving energy from every part of the country.
Do you realize that, last month, we received more than
200,000 letters, either enlisting in the WIN program or sharing
thoughts and suggestions on how to conserve. I think this
shows that people throughout the country are seriously interested
in coming up with positive ways of fighting inflation, and
that is a very important beginning.
It is important that we, as women, take a lead in
this fight because we are the consumers, we are the people who
decide how our families spend their money. We feel the pinch
perhaps more acutely than any other member of our family,
and we need to be as knowledgeable of every respect of the
economy as possible.
I urge each one of you to get your o~ganizations
involved in thinking and working on just this problem.
Just to show you how WINning can be fun, I thought,
in conclusion, you might enjoy some of the rather amusing
suggestions I have been getting from writers across the
country.
One, "When you let your dog out, open your door for
just 10 seconds, and if he doesn't move, give him a quick, gentle
shove • n (Laughter. )
Two, "Don't have so many days of school."
of course, from a student. (Laughter.)

This was,

And three, "If you don't have a hot-water bottle,
why don't you try sleeping with your cat?" (Laughter.)
I want you to know it has really been a great pleasure
being here this morning and having the opportunity to meet with
you, and I appreciate Mrs. Armstrong inviting me and I want to
thank you all for being so kind.
Thank you.
COUNSELLOR ARMSTRONG: I think Mrs. Ford can inspire
us in many fields, as well as what we can do in the economy.
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Russ, did you have some more presentation, or would
you like to take Q and A now, having been upstaged.
MR. FREEBURG:

It doesn't matter to me.

·I remember years ago when.Jack Paar walked out on

his program in a contract dispute, .and he c~e back three
weeks later and started out .by saying, "As r·was saying. 11
(Laughter. )
was just about at the· end of my
and I could go to questions.
I
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Q
I have a question; Mary Jo Binder, from the
National Organization of Women's Task Force on Women in Poverty.
I would like to ask you a question concerning guide-

lines that you have developed for the local WIN Action Committee
on safeguarding ·against the negative effects of the fight against
inflation on poor women, and, specifically, I would be interested
in hearing from you if you have any plans to encourage citizen committees to watch-dog not only excessive energy consumption in the form of turning off your lights and.that kind of
thing, but also to safeguard against excessive costs to the
consumer of the increased rates in utilities? This, particularly, impinges very heavily on women and particularly
women who receive public assi.stance. And I would like to know
what kind of guidelines you have for citizen groups to act
vigorously against local public utility companies when they
raise the rates?

MR. FREEBURG: I think it is a two-part answer.
The National Committee decided very early that they should
leave to the local committees as much autonomy as possible
and the local committees can act and feel where they think it
is important.
But, secondly, the Committee also decided that it
did not feel that the National Committee s.hould become
involved in legislative matters, and if this involved
hearings on utility rate increases, I think :it would be the
feeling of the Committee .that the local committees should not
get involved in that as a local action committee. But the
member organizations of those local action committees, of
course, are still free to act on their own.

Q
Mildred Talbot, President of the National
Council of Women.
I would like to urge just the opposite. I would
like to urge more suggestions from the national standpoint
as to what the individual can do. I support this lady right
here, who wanted to go back and tell her organization what
to do.
In New York, recently, where we are headquartered,
we had a big conference on cot:.nter attack on hunger and
person after person from organizations got up and said, "But
what can we do? What can we do?"
Now, I got up and made a suggestion that everybody
laughed at, but I still think it is a good one. Instead of
just not eating on Thursday, why not lose 10 pounds for the
country of your choice? We are not all as svelte as Mrs.
Armstrong, and I really feel that the individual American
is compassionate.
Our associations and organizations do want to help,
but everytime we meet, someone says, what should we do. We will
get organized in New York some way or other, but we are still
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going to come to individual:. meetings with this, and I think it
best start at the top and filter down.
MR. FREEBURG: I. agree that the question that is asked,
"What sh,ould we do," and the Committee knows this is a problem
and knows it has to get to the specifics.
COUNSELLOR ARMSTRONG: Russ, I might makethe sug-·
gestion, we are going to send all of you a transcript of this
meeting, and hop·efully by then, within the next few days, we
will have some specifics.
If Russ doesn't have some, I will make up some, because
I have been getti~g a lotof good ideas myself. Russ has given
us, to give out, the materiar he mentioned - the membership
of the Advisory Council of WIN, headed by Sylvia Porter, and
with th.9-_"f;, same piec~ of paper are a few specific ideas of
what organizations can do to help get across the WIN program.
But we will ·get you some· addition.al specifics when we send you
the transcript of our briefing here.

Q

Adrian Barth of the National Council of Jewish

Women.
Now, I have two questions -- I only had one before.
If we lose 10 pounds for the country of our choice, how do we
get :the food there, and the 'other is, will you speak more to
restricting our society and our individual lives, which you
sort of passed over?
MR. FREEBURG: That is just one of' the ideas that
occurred to me, as I have watched this develop over the last
five and one-half weeks, as I have gotten into the ·WIN
Committee. This is something that sort of occured within me
by osmosis, because I have seen this.
I think this is what we are getting into, and I
think you can see this with oil and I hate to bring· in things
like the recycling of petroleum dollars, but I think you are
getting into a rebalancing of the power in this world. You
are getting into a position where we know that we have only
so much that we can use to live with. We know that there is
only so much money that is available, and I think Secretary
Simon mentioned this, the monetary expansion, which ha.s
contributed so much to this society -- and I am speaking
personally here -- I think there is going to have to be a
pull back of some sort to gain a society in which we might
live a little more simply than we do now.
I think we are in the first stages of that.
COUNSELLOR ARMSTRONG: Thank you ever so much, Russ,
and thank you for the fine job of liaison you do with this
most important.program. I am delight~<l·with the interest and
the demand for specifics here. I think it is great-.·
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.

Our next and final speaker, I think, you will find

a most informative one in a subject of prime interest here,
energy.

We have with us Mr. Frank Zarb, who wears two hats.

He is the Associate Director Qf OMB for National
Resources, Energy and Science, and he is also Executive
Director of the Energy Resources Council. He will have a
presentation, and then he will be avaiiable'for your questions.
MR. ZARB: Thank you for having me with you this
morning. I hope that you will go along with a program where
I speak very little and then we can talk about the.things
that are on your mind. I think that is good for two reasons.
First,.if you wanted to know the gospel according
to the Administration; all you have to do is read U. S. News
and World Report, or Irving R. Levine, whom I saw here a
few moments ago. So, I don't think I will just pass along the
party line as it relates to energy and energy philosophy,
but would rather spend the time we have togeths!r on the
precise subjects that may be on your mind and I v.1ould like to
listen a little to, maybe even, some of t:he;thotights that you
have.
The national energy problem is one that is, I think,
fairly well-known to everyone. I won't repeat what some of
the earlier heavies may have reported to you this morning.
We have two main problems with energy. One relates
to the issue of independence or so-called independence, and
the other relates to the cost of energy. These are independent
and interrelated.
The fact that we pay a lot for our oil now is primarily based upon the fact that there are a few guys out there
in the world who have a massive reserve in the ground, and as
a result, have the ability to change price at will.
So, the price of oil went from $3 a barrel, something
less than that, to current levels of $11 a barrel, and $13 a
barrel during the embargo. When you have that kind of adjustment
in the world of energy economy, that is quite a jolt, and it
has had quite a meaningful impact here in this country with
some regions of the country being more seriously affected than
others. So, the price of energy is a key factor from the
standpoint of its place in the economy, its place within the
balance of payments, its place within the stress it places
on the financial market.
The other issue is more perhaps a political one,
but has a direct bearing on the price question. To the extent
that we become further independent in the ability to support
ourselves energy-wise, we lessen our vulnerability to price
blackmail by other suppliers, so the more we can do ourselves
the less we are going to have to pay in the world market for
petroleum and the more pressure we can bring to bear upon the
other producers to bring down their price.
MORE
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Now, it isn't as simple as all that, however, because
we could ma~ a national determination now that we are going
to do everything we can to bring down price -- and .let's assume
that using the variety of political and economic weapons at
our command, that we were able to bring down the price of
oil coming from the cartel countries, and let's just assume
that tomorrow -- wouldn't that be nice. -- the Arabs said,
"We are going to start selling you oil at $5 a barrel," it
would seem to me that we as a nation would have another issue
to join.

..

Now that we can get all we want at $5 a barrel and
gasoline at the pump was back to 32 cents, should we stop,
or should we do the necessary things to continue our drive
toward independence, so that never again are we going to be in
a position whereby the cartel countries could turn the valve ..
So, the issues of price first, independence second
and price independence get rather co;mplicated. There are those
who would solve it rather glibJ.y with conservation. "Let's
conserve," they say, and I think that is pretty neat. And
some would say that is the real .. answer.
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Now, that has some unusual problems if you treat it
as the only answer. If you treat it as part of the answer,
you have a winner'. If you treat it as the only answer it has
real problems • ·I usually ask those who say, ;•Let's conserve , r.
how, remembering that: Bill Simon and·! worked night and day
for th.ree montns· back to back . during the embargo peI"iod and'
remembering t1te hardship that came to Washington from those
who were put out of jobs because of abrupt change in supply,
one that was not ordered.
I am still fairly sensitive to the guy who came to
11
You know, I wo:rk in the tourist business and
you just put me out of a job and maybe you think steel is
more important than tourism, but I think my job is as
important as the guy who works on steel."

me anq said,

So, ·the national 1:1'ade-offs in making this policy have
to be very, very carefully calculated. Conservation is
indeed one major element of the direction we are headed in,
but the American people are winners, they are instinctively
winners, and they don't want to·see a plan that is ·going
to conserve them into some sixth-rate power always at
the beck and call of some other group of nations.
They won't mind conserving or doing the things that
are tough, but they want to see where we are coming out of
this , ·where is the program, where is the plan that within
five years or ten years is going to bring us out of this. in
an independent way so if we have.to conserve 1.IDUsually over
the short term, we know that it is all for a worthwhile
effort.
And those, it seems to me, are the two dimensions of
our national energy policy. You may or may not be familiar
with the Project Independence staff work· that has been done
over the last six months. It is a compendium of pages that
are thousands and thousands of pages long, but what that
does is take apart most all of these issues and it raises
the options available to the President that says, in effect,
this: You can get i•x 1• independence· in five years. and "Yn
independence in eight years, but to, do that you have to do
the following things now and the following things over.the
next five and eight-year-period. And, those things relate
both to. conservation and to resource development.
How, ~'the '~;variatio!ls of options start, then, 'with where
do we want to be and a'.1:. what· period of time:: How independent
do we want ·to· be and at w}1at period ·of time?··,...- ·no we want to
be 100 percent° 'indep~nde'nt in ten yearis? That. is doable,
but there are'" prices' you pay. Do you want to be virtually
independent ·:·with only five peI"cent of our dependence -- we
are now 15 percent dependent -- only five percent dependent
upon foreign sources, and become ten percent ·independent?
tlell, then, the paper says, "Mr. President, here are
the various Options that ·are available to·· you and the steps
you need to take now to get to that point. 1' We will be
spending the next six to eight weeks not only ·staffing this
work to isolate the issues and fine.-tune them and check some
of the facts for accuracy, but also in hearings.
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I will take that word back. He.arings ·are a bad word;
meetings. We will meet with consumer groups, we will meet
with environmental groups, we will meet with big oil companies,
we will meet with independent oil companies, we will meet with
little independent fuel oil dealers •. We will meet with a
cross-section of the American society who have now had the
benefit of this book being distributed and the availability
to look at the issues within that book as it affects their
lives and they will have an .opportunity to come to Washington
and tell us a little about what they think is right .or what
they think is wrong because these decisions each will be hard
and each will affect all of us.
When that process is completed by the turn of the year;
we will have on the President's desk a final set of options
for his decision and by the end of January that will turn into
a national energy plan and it will address a wide spectrum of
issues that reach into mandatory conservation~ voluntary
conservation, those that lie somewhat in between.
Automobile manufacturers, do we leg:i.slate that they need to
come in with a fleet mix or technology within five years thatvis
20 miles per gallon or is it going to be done voluntarily? .. ·~!f. so,
how can we be sure? Coal~ how do we get maximum coal conversion?
Coal is kind of an interesting energy source in this cou.m:ry. We
have the biggest supply of coal in·:the entire world. We have some
constraints. Getting the coal out of the ground isn't all that
easy because we have let that technology dry up over the last
five or ten years. Getting coal from where it is mined to
where it can be burned isn't all that easy because we haven't
provided the transportation network over the last.ten or twenty
years that facilitates coal transportation.
Burning coal isn't that easy so we don't have a demand for
coal for two reasons: Everything that we have done over the
last 15 or 20 years has propelled the burners of coal to switch
to oil and the other reason is the environmental questions that
we placed on the burnage of coal. So, we need to look at what
we can do to burn coal in an environmentally acceptable way
to create the demand. How we fix the transportation problemsj
how we fix the deep mining problem. That is perhaps in the
five-to-eight-year-period.
Now, while that is occurring there is another thing
happening which is pretty encouraging. Coal can be liquified
through a liquefaction process. When we liquefy coal, we make
it into a synthetic oil. It can be burned cleanly and efficiently
without the down side of high sulphur coal. The state of the
art there is in demonstration. We have several demonstration
projects in the country now. In eight years, we will go into
cow.mercial production, 12 years it will be pretty massive.
Uuclear has some hope. Nuclear has some problems ,
environmental problems which slow up the ability to bring it on
quickly. Solar has some hope. We have made great strides in
the ability to use sun for energy. That is ten to fifteen years
away in any meaningful dimension.
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In five years homes our so.urthem U.S. and western U.S.
will indeed have solar equipment, but before it makes a
meaningful impact on the total energy pictu~e, it will be
10 to 15 years. So, if I had to guess now, and I hate to
do it because it is almost like looking into a crystal ball,
I would suggest that our national energy plan is going to.
reflect over the near term an effective conservation system
which calculates within it an economic impact that also has
a resource development program • This takes care of resource
development over the next five to eight years in a way which
would be short-term in planning, but pushing our _
long-term plan in energy R&D to bring into line nuclear, solar,
clean coal and geothermal.
If we create our plan solidly, correctly, if we do it
openly so that we get all elements of Al'lerican society to
participate in building it, if we then bow our back and put
ourselves in a posture somewhat similar to putting our footprints
on the moon, and if we work with the Congress, we can do it.
Now I am .confident, but I am cautiously confident, because a
lot of hard decisions have to be made and a lot: of hard work
needs to go into its completion. But this is America and we
have always done it in America and if you look at what is
av.ailable to us to do it over a period of time, it is there. It
is a question of recognizing that there are a lot of interests
in this. program, they all need to be looked at, and balanced
into the total effort.
I hope as tiflle goes on that we can convince the American
public that it can be done.
Now I would like to answer your questions.
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Q · · . Is it all right fop Press to ask questions here?
MR. ZARB:

You betcha,

(Laughter.)

Q
Mr. ·Zarb, I am wondering why you said we h~ve
to w.ait ··until February 25th to get a specific plan? ';I'.:know
you:have--done a lot of work· on this thing, and it"":se·ems to me
winter will be largely over by then. I wonder why you can't
tell us today what we need to do?
MR. ZARB: Okay, I think that is a legitimate« .~est ion
·and I wish I could, and perhaps I could, in a glib way:·-- and
I don't mean that the way it sounded -- in a way that might be
cosmetic.answera But the solutions may not be as deeply thought
out as they should be.
As I look back.now over the last year -- and believe
me, I remember the scar days of the embargo -- we didntt re\:t'lly
begin to focus on this issue of energy, until we,were. in the
middle of a very desperate situation. We really didn't, and
I admit to you. that for the first several months 6£ that effort,
I spent 100 percent of my time, ;as did my colleagues, in taking
care of the immediate.
What.are we going to do· to take care·of the gasoline
line$ and fuel supplies and the unemployment that wasspringing
a:pou1'd. the country? It wasn't un.til ·after that wave that we
began to think about what issues need to be examined to establish
a long-range energy policy, which was nothing like we have
ever had before.
Now, I would be mighty pleased to have a piece of
paper now, which says., "Here are the answers and here is what
you have to do."
The answer to your question is that the sub.topics of the major questions have to be asked and
answers gotten, and we need to be confident that they are
pretty carefully thought out.
Equally important, it seems to me, is that before
we tell the American people what they have to do, we have
to go over some of the options available to us in terms of
decision-making before those decisions are made, because there
are differences of opinion.
The consumer interest of America, the environmental
interest of America, the energy interest of America, all
feel they rightfully have a place in making this policy, and
I believe they do.
So, a good part of the next four weeks
is going to be taken up going over these options which have
been presented and distributed as of last week. To go any
earlier, it seems to me, would just be wrong to save the extra
four or five weeks.
MORE
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Q
Iam Sara Mayer, representing the National
Organization for Women. I am interested in your position
on expanding the Office of Consumer Affairs for the Federal
Energy· Administration' and creating one which does not now.
exist for the Energy Resources Council. I am also very concerned that the public hearings -- and I like the word
11
hearings 11 - - which were held for Project Independent
Blueprint. The results of .those hearings were not incorpo1· ll.ted into the report , and I am very cqncerried that the
testimony and the swrunary and the recommendations that will
be coming out of the hearings be incorpo~ated in the report.
And I want to know how interested you are in real public input
into these policies?
MR. ZARB:
Q

I think you asked two questions; right?

Several.

MR. ZARB:

s·everal
three. Let me answer them the
best I can. If I leave something out,. you let me know. I
am not sure about the size of the Consumer Affairs Department
at FEA, and I can't talk to it intelligently
tpis moment.
I don't know how big it is now, and how b;ig it should be.

at

Q

It has been c·ut.

MR. Zl\RB: ·. Okay, let ~e say this. The. important
plnce for those· who represent a group such as consumer
interest is in ·!the process of the management. For a
beginning, I think; yesterday, or the day before·, I wrote
to Virginia Knauer, that I had made arrangement~ !"or the
Staff of the Energy Resources CounC'il to tie :into her' Staff,
and my interest there is to be sure that as the work is
·
progressing, as the information comes in and the Staff sits
down and does analy~is work and the economists do their thing
and the oil guys do th~ir thing and it starts to take shape
as a policy, that those people ~ho could both contribute
the consumer point of view and can mo~itor from a consumer point
of view are part of that prdcess.

is

So, my hope with the_ERC
to be sure ·that.we have ·
at minimum a Staff presence as things are_. developing, because,
what often happens -- ··and it 'isn't only true in 'consumer
interest -- when all the Staff work is done, and the final
plan goes to the decision-makers for a decision, it is a lot
less easy to impact the shape of that plan at that moment
in time than if you had an earlier start.
Now, with respect to FEA -- and I honestly don't
know how it works now -- it would be my view that there
should be a sufficient presence of consumer interest representation to become a part of the full-time operations of
the agency, so that they are not in the position of always
reacting to what some other guy put out in final print, but
are in a position to participate as these programs are being
developed.
MORE
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Did I miss

something?

Q
I am interested in whether you are going to
have public hearings before the report is written, instead of
after it has gone to print?
MR. ZARB: I didn't mean to pass that.one up. I
have made it as part of the program right from.the beginning
that this blueprint that has now been published,and .dis-.
tributed as of last week, that aftera min:imum of.one
week seep-in time, we will have meetings, which you prefer
to call hearings, which will.give consumers and others who
have a real interest in our society an opportunity to come in
and have a chat with us about it.
Now, how will this be different from the other
hearings or meetings that were held? I wasn't too close to that
process while it wa~ qccurring, bU:t I· did.see it from an
arm's length. The difference bere is that this book -that' is
available -- it is about this thick -- as you leaf through it and
leaf through the index, each element of society can pick out
the areas that most affect their world, and they feel most
compelled to have an impact on~ So, when they come in
and meet with us this time, they will be saying, "Hey, Mr.
energy guy, on page 43, you say one of the options is to do
this, and we think that is completely inconsistent with
the best interest of the poor people of the. country, because
that option may solve your problem here, but the poor people
of the country are going to be affected in a negative way •
Or the enyironmental people will come in with a laundry list
that will index quite a few pages and say, 11Any one of these
options are unacceptable to us unless you can prove to
us they are absolutely essential for a firm program."
1

'

The same would apply to consumer interest, whether
they become part of the fini;il product or the thinking becomes
part of the final product. It is at least my intention to
make sure that the President understands the final options
that he has to pick from, the impact of' each option and the
impact as it may affect various parts of our society. And
we will do our best, which is. the best we cc;m do to m~ke
sure that thinking reaches the final document •

. MORE
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Q
I am Inez Kaiser, President of the National
Association of Hincrity Women in Business. I would like to ask
you a question, please.
What will be the net effects of the oil to be brought in
from the North Slope in Alaska and the offshore drilling which is
proposed for the fields which may be off the east and west coast
of the country?
MR. ZARB: The first question relates to our ability to
bring oil through the Alaska Pipeline which is due to come in
1980. It will probably slip a year or two. At that moment in
time that oil will simply replace the declining production
on the mainland. Our oil production, or the ability to take
oil out of the ground here in the U.S. started to decline in
the late 1950's which means that our main wel~s are declining
in output.
By the time the Alaska Pipeline comes on line it will
merely replace what we lost between now and then. That is one
reason why the OCS question needs to be addressed and addressed
very carefully.
Now, OCS is an area for energy; it gets back to
our discussion here a mocient ago, the interest of the country.
There are those who believe that.environmentally we should not
do this thing -- drill o~fshore.
There are those who say, "We think it is an environmental
risk. We want to see what your total plan is before we come
along and then maybe.with the right environmental protections
we will support your drilling in the Outer Continental Shelf.ii
There are those who say it is environmentally acceptable.
Governor Edwards from Louisiana is the best salesman on that
point, and he says, "Come on down and I will show you. He have
been doing it for years and it works well and you can't see the
stuff, it is so far out. 11
I think we need to look at all these issues. I·think OCS
is a vital area of reserve or potential reserve because you
don't know it is out there until you have drilled and you have to
drill one hole and sometimes eight holes before you know what
you thought is out there is really out there.
It is fairly clear that that area of development is a
very important one for us to explore as a nation, and it seems
to me equally clear that with the right safeguards the drilling
of offshore oil, as Governor Edwards will tell you, is safer
than haying tankers come in to deep water terminals.
So, I think it is a meaningful dimension and we should
examine it very carefully. ·But here again we need to have all
elements of society that feel they have something to say about
this come in and go on the record.
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Q ·'
Raridy Baca, National Spanish-Speaki~g
Businesswomen's Association. · I live in New Mexico, and my
home State is very intricately involved in S6lar, geothermal,
nuclear energy and the construction of a coal gassification
plant in the four corners area is very immense.
Do you foresee R&D money from the Federal Government
being an impetus,on R&D money going toward this kind of
energy solution, the research and development necessary to
make these viable alternatives to our !!her,gy. supplies now?
And also, do you foresee any incentiv~s in the area of home
mortgage money, for instance, in those areas where solar
energy is already a good possibility to help the mortgage
market in an area where you have a choice?

If, for instance, you want to buy a house that is
heated by solar energy versus one that is not?
N·R• Z:ARB:

Okay, two good questions •

. In answe·r to your first question, .we have put an
extra billion dollars in the 1975 budget, $l billion for
energy R&D. A very sizeable chunk of that ··- I think $4to $5 million is going to fossil fuel R&D, and $1.2 billion
extra, which will bring our total to be $2.2 billion probably
in 1976, will give us.ever a five-year period about $10
billion in energy research and development.
Our",problem has been getting the system to absorb that
many new dollars quickly and efficiently. One of the
· : fr,µt;itlr'ating things you learn when you do my job for any
,l~ngth of time is you can't solve many problems by burying
them in dollars. It doesn't work. So our problem has been
•
to get the dollars used effectively, but we will be spending
an extra $2 billion over a two-year-period and that will
make it $10 billion over a five·~year-period.
The answer to your second question in terms of
mortgage incentives to get home owners to put solar
equipment in ·their homes rather than going the conventional
route is an area that is being explored pr'9tty carefully, but
keep in mind a potential pr·oblem: A $35 ,000 to $40 ,OQ-0 house
in your part of the country right now would cost, firs't ,' in
capital comnitment about $6,000 to equip with solar heating.
Now we couldn't equip it with solar cooling because the
technology isn't there yet.
·
It would only be.·solar heatine ._.;_ $6 ,000 capital as·
corr.pared to about $1:30,(} ·to $1600 conventional equipment.
The biggest obs:tacle we have perceived so far hasn't been in
the credit availability to do this, but has been in the
buyer re!:dstance to putting this extra capital investment
into a~.house·:they are not sure they are going t'o ·get it out
of.
·
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If the critical:- path to getting this done were some
sort of mortgage incentive, I think you would find that the
government would have a very sympathetic vi~w in that
direction.
u·
But it just hasn't turned out that way. ·You get this
kind of response: ';I may only be in this house for three
years and if I put this $6,000 gizmo in and my neighbor put
$1100 or $1200 equipment in, I am going to have a capital
investment more sizeable and we are going to have the same
house. It will look the same and have the same number of
rooms. I will never get my money out of this because solar
heat isn't valid yet ·in society and I can't sell the longterm savings to the next buyer. •i
I think that is a buyer-resistor problem we can get
over, over.a period of time and I think every other step
the Government has at its disposal to get this breakthrough
will be taken.
·
·
.
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COUNSELLOR

ARMSTRONG~

. Thank you ever so much, Frank.

I want to th~nk you all.
We are going.· to have to
wind up now. I have a plane to catch, right now·,· for that
.nice, sunny neighbor state of yours , Arizona,.

As always in these meetings, when you get people with
good thoughts together, good probing questions,.there is not
enough time, but what I would like to do.is read the list of
speakers over to you again so if you want to write or call
any one of t}J.ese speakers, or JJ1e, please feel free to do so.
We.have some good suggestions, some py implication,
out of the questions today, but we would.like to get more.
The first one was Mr. William Seidnian of the White
House, Assistant ·to the President for Economid Affairs.
Second was Roy Ash, of the White House, Director 0£ the Office
of Management and Budget. Next was William Simon, Secretary
of the Treasury. Then, we had the speaker on the WIN program,
Russell Freeburg, White House Coordinator to the WIN program.
And, finally, Mr. Frank Zarb, Associate Director of Office
of Management and Budget.

Q
Mrs. Armstrong, I did want to ask you a
question about continuing meetings of this particular group.
I am very concerned with the absence here today of the
Secretary of Labor and the Secretary of HEW.
Recently in the paper, we had evidence that there
was going to be a $It billion cut in the HEW Budget, which
comprises 90 percent of the $5 billion cut, which is supposed
to be made to fight inflation. I think that we have a
right, as representatives of the women's community throughout
the country, to question these people. I do not believe that
in the speakers we heard today we have had an adequate opportunity to hear about the plans for job development and for
maintaining, particularly, women, who, with their children,
comprise 70 percent of the poverty level population in this
country.

We have not had an opportunity to hear what plans
are being made for this. If you have no plans for this, I
would strongly urge that the White House bring these people
in so we may begin to question them in the way we did these
people.
COUNSELLOR ARMSTRONG: I am sure there are others who
had particular interest in the field of civil rights and
equal employment opportunities. There are any number of
things that I know you wish you could have heard about, and
I am delighted that you are eager to hear more.

If you are willing to continue the sacririce that
it takes you in time and money to come to Washington, D. C.,
we will certainly give you the speakers that you are
interested in hearing. This is one thing that I would ask
MORE
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you to write me about. We would be delighted to have subsequent meetings of this type, and you let me know what you
want to hear about.

A final thank you.
Obviously there are different avenues; there is
diversity of opinion about how we get to where we want to
go. I think there is unity in what our aim is, combating
inflation, combating recession, conserving energy, putting
this country on a track to sound prosperity, and I think we
can work on this in unity, each approaching it in our own
way.
I would urge you to pick up the information there on
the tables, and also, you will be hearing from us with our
transcript, our specific WIN suggestions, and I hope -- and
so do our other speakers hope -- to hear from you.
Thanks a million.
END

(AT 11:25 A.M. EST)

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

CITIZENS' ACTION COMMITTEE TO FIGHT INFLATION
P. 0. Box l9188
Washington, D. C. 20036
CC°NTACT:

FOR RELEASE:
November , 1974

Sylvia Porter, Chairperson of the Citizens' Action Committee to
Fight Inflation, announced today that the following persons have agreed
to serve as members of the full committee:

,,,
Willis W. Alexander, Ex. Vice President, American Bankers Association
Charles L. Andes, President, Franklin Mint
John P. Condon, President, National Alliance of Businessmen
James A. Harris, President, National Education Association
E. Douglas Kenna, President, National Association of Manufacturers
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volunteer working committee set up to develop public understanding and
participation in a nationwide effort to control inflation and save energy.
Committee members assist in policy formation for the WIN (Whip
Inflation Now) program.

Including the new members, 30 persons serve on

the full committee.
Ms. Porter commended the new members on their voluntary

~pirit.

"Your participation in the effort of this Committee is evidence of a personal
commitment to assist in our national battle to fight inflation and save energy.
: It is critical that we enlist the voluntary support of all Americ·a ns to conquer
this nationwide problem," she said.

"Individual cooperation is essential.

Effective mobilization at the local level is the target."
Ms. Porter added that additional committee members will be named
in the future.
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OCTOBER 15, 1974

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

OFFICE OF THE WHITE HOUSE PRESS SECRETARY
(Kansas City, Missouri)

.IHE WHITE HOUSE

REMARKS OF THE PRESIDENT
TO THE
FUTURE FARMERS OF AMERICA.
MUNICIPAL AUDITORIUM
7 : 0 5 P • M.

CDT

Thank you very, very much, President Mark
Mayfield, the 13,000 Future Farmers of America registered
for this wonderful 47th Convention, the 500,000 Future
Farmers of America in every State of the Union,· and
your guests, it is a great privilege, a very high
honor to have the opportunity of participating in
this wonderful convention, and I thank you.
And I thank you on behalf of Betty because.
she wanted me to come, too.
One week ago I asked the.Congress and the
American people to help me revital~ze the economy, slow
inflation, and save energy. At that time I proposed
specific and urgent actions.
The American people, I can report tonight,
have responded magnificently. A great citizens'
mobilization has begun and iS;beginning to roll. It
is already evident here in this eager, up-beat convention of the Future Farmers of America. And I thank
you from the bottom of my heart.
In this last week, I have received inflationfighter enlistments from Americans of every conceivable
occupation, economic circumstances, and politi.cal
persuasion. Support has been freely offered by
organizations and groups representing all ages, races,
religions, and reaching into every corner of our great
land.
America is arousing itself, as it always does . .
in time of great challenge,t6 prove that we are people
who can do anything we want to do when we really want
to do it. We are going to win in America.
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Now some· have said that instead of asking
Congress and the Nation to bite the bullet, I offered
only a marshmallow. Well, I had already asked the
Congress to postpone for three months a 5.5 percent
pay increase for Federal Government employees which
would have saved $700 million. Congress wouldn't
even chew that marshmallow. They haven't, as yet, shown
much appetite for some of the other 11 marshmallows 11 in my
latest message.
But if they don't like the menu, I may be
back with some tough turkey.
It is my observation and view that· the American
people are hungry for some tough stuff to chew on in
this crisis. I don't know of any better place to
look to the future of America than right here in
the 13,000 faces of the Future Farmers of America.
I don't see anyone in this auditorium, not
one, wearing a button that says "lose 11 • You ought
to win and we are going to win.
When your State Presidents came to Washington
last July during a time of tension in our national
affairs, I pointed out to them that people around the
world have great faith in America.
I asked Future Farmers to have confidence
in themselves, in our system of Government, and in our
free competitive society. I appreciated their response.
I think it is well expressed in the creed of .the
Future Farmers.
I believe with you, for example, in the
future of farming with a faith born not of words but of
faith in the promise of better days through better
ways, even as the better things we now enjoy .have
come to us from the struggles of former years. It
couldn't be expressed better.
Number one of the major points in my address
to the Congress last week was food. In a war against
inflation, farmers are the front line soldiers. They
have done a great job in America, making our country
the bread basket of the world.
To halt.higher food prices, obviously
they must produce more food. I called upon in that
message every farmer to grow to full capacity, and in
return r-::•.,,.and properly so .;.; .. I promised every farmer the
fuel and fertilizer that he needs to do the job, plus a
fair return for the crops that he produces.
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It· is not only the young people in this
auditorium who must lend their hand and their hearts
to this task. I need help from young Americans all
over this great land. The creative energy and the
enthusiasm of youth in my judgment is a sure guarantee
of winning.
But in all honesty, youth has the most to
gain. Restoring stability ·and strength to our economy
doesn't call for sacrifices so much as for contributions
to one's own future well-being.
Last Saturday, 22 members of the Citizens'
Action Committee to Fight Inflation met with me at
the White House. It was a beautiful fall afternoon
and I am sure many would have pref erred on that
committee to watch their favorite football game or
play some golf or be ~ith their families.
But I am deeply grateful that this fine
committee took the time and made the effort to join
with me on a Saturday to work on our national enemy
number one.
Let me stress this point, if I could. This
is a volunteer working committee, ,a completely nonpartisan group dealing with a non-partisan problem.
It will seek to mobilize America against inflation
and for energy. co~servation~· .,r _
I told the committee that if there was a
scintilla of partisanship or if the group seemed to be
merely a front for the White House, it would be doomed
to failure.
Columnist Sylvia Porter,who has agreed to
serve as national chairperson of this committee,
responded that if I tried to manipulate the committee
or seek to influence its actions, she and the other
members would not participate. We understand each
other.
And I say with all conviction that I have
that I was greatly impressed with the membership of this
committee and the cross-section of America which it
represents.
Let me illustrate, if I might, in addition
to Sylvia Porter, the committee elected four co-chairmen at its meeting last Saturday, and I want to
congratulate them at this time.
MORE
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They are Carol T. Foreman, executive director
of the Consumer Federation.of America; William J.
Meyer, president of a small business company in
Lansdale, Pennsylvania; Leo Perlis, director of
Community Service, AFL-CIO, and Frank St~nton,
president of the National Red Cross.
A task force headed by Ralph Nader, one of
the committee's members, came up with suggestions
whiqh coincid~ to a large extent with the views
emanating from the Conference on Inflation~which
the Future Farmers of America and many other groups
attended, and your fine President, Mark Mayfield, was
one of t}:le participants, and made a i:;ubstantial
contribution on behalf of all of you.
I had touch~d upon some of the proposals
in my messagf;! tQ Congress a week ago ... - .grow more,
waste less, drive less, and heat less. But the committee
last Saturday added a few suggestions of their own.
And I promised to p:ts~ the committee's recommendations
along to all of you here tonight.
I will add some of the comments I have .
received, for example, in the mail at the White House
from thousands·upon thousands of individuals who
responded enthusiastically to my request at the summit
Conference on Inflation •.
MORE
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Committee recommendation number one: bring
budgeting back in style. Balance your family budget and
expect your Government officials to do _exactly the same
thing.
I have already asked the-Congress to work with.
me on this, the handling appropriately of the Federal
~udget.
As to}'t>ur family budget, I know how hard it
is 'to balanc'e' but many o'f your letters p-rove that it
can be done. Fori example;, Mr. and Mris. Roland Spaek · ··
live in Holland, Michigan ;t ·"He is a locomotive ·engineeri ·
working on a freight' -riun ·between Griand Rapids and Chicago.
Mr. and Mt's',· Spaek descriibe in their letter to me how
they are cuttin·g their household budget, but they · urge ,
and I q:uote, "Our Federal budget should be pared to
the bone • 11 Don 't we all agree ?
1

...

Robert Stewa?'t'·writes from Waverly, Tennessee
that he has a heart condtt:ion, unfortunately, and draws
a pension of only $251.28 a month. This allows him just
two meals ·a 'day~. "But thank God, we are not on welfare,"
says Mri. Stewart. He asks me·, and again .I quote , "Cut
our Government spending except for national defense."
Again, I think his exa:nipl'e is a good one for all· of us to
obserive.
Committee recommendation number two was stated
to me this way by Sylvia Porter: Learn how to use
credit wisely. Postpone unnecess·a~y' borrowing. Wait
fori interest rates to come down, as.they will, and·
pay down as much as you can and pay off as quickly as
you can. The cheapest way to buy anything, we all know,
is to pay cash. But credit wisely used is essential
to our way of life in America ... ·
Committee recommendation number three is to
save as much as you can and watch your money grow,· which ·
it will. Mrs. ·Frank Tennant writes from Climax, Michigan
that her husband woriks hard and she helps strietch the paycheck through systematic savings. Mri. Tennant is a selftaught machinist and a veteran who lost his leg in
Korea~
But it is his ability rather than,his disability
that comes through in his deari wife's letter. The ·
Tennants report they do not use credit cards. They put
something in their credit union each week and buy a
Government bond every month. They should be applauded.
James Kincaid of Belleville, Illinois, suggests
a new type of Government anti-inflation bond, purchased
through .Payrioll deduction in which the interest rate
is more competitive.
.

f

.

.
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Because I received many communications in this
area, I have asked the Treasury Department to look at
the possibility of issuing a new series of WIN bonds
and report to me the.feasibility of Mr. Kincaid's
idea.
Meanwhile, if you can save more,· the hard-pressed
mortgage market, homebuilders and home-purchasers need
your dollars. For those who can't save much, or anything,.,
under the present circumstances, here is a very simple
formula -- everytime the cost of living drops one percent
in the Index, put just one percent of your spendable
income into savings.
Committee recommendation number four: conserve
energy, save on fuel and take the pressure off scarce
supplies. The committee advocates observance of the
55 mile speed limit. It urges that we use public
transit and carpools. And they respectfully suggest
that all of us walk a bit more.
Enforcement of the 5 5 mile speed limi ~ is
largely a State and local responsibility with volunteer
cooperation from all of you which is an essential
ingredient. Here, we can save both gasoline and lives.
Yesterday, I wired every Governor and many
local officials urging them to follow through on this
recommendation. At the same time, I directed the
strict enforcement of the 55 mile speed limit, except
in emergencies, on all Federal property and by drivers
of all Federal Government cars, including my own.
And I say this now, with some firmness; but some
trepidation, I will ask for volunteer cooperation and
compliance from the four younger Fords in our family.
From Hillsboro, Oregon, the Steven$ family writes
they are fixing up their bikes to do the family errands,
they are also using fewer electriqal appliances, turning
the thermostats down and the lights off.
Bob Cantrell, a 14-year-old in Pasadena,
California, gave up his stereo to save energy. Bob
urges the initiation of high school courses that teach
students how to conserve energy. He adds, and I quote,
"If a kid nags his parents to conserve energy long
enough, it will help. 11
And I might add from my own experiences,
believe me, it will.
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Committee-recommendation number five is directed
at business and labor. It calls upon them not to raise
prices or wages more. than costs or services absolutely
require.
Admittedly, this is a very complex subject,
and it cannot be handled on a nationwide basis. I .believe
that local citizen action committees, including labor and
management representation, should be set up in every
community to interpret this recommendation, set realistic
goals for themselves and to report by Thanksgiving -just six weeks away -- which plants, which stores, or
other enterprises are doing the best job of holding
the line in their community on costs and on prices.
If they do a good job and we find the winners
around the country in every community in every State,.
I.will then award WIN flags to the mostoutstanding
as public recognition of their contribution to the fight
on inflation.
Similar recognition will be given to outstanding
energy savers, both individual and groups. Saving
energy is, of course, a major way to save costs.
The national committee will help local groups
to organize.
Committee recommendation number six: To help
offset pay increases, insist on productivity improvements
where you work from the boss on down the line. In short,
work better, waste less, both of time and material.
And there is not a place where business is done
or activity is undertaken where the boss and everyone else
can't work better and save more. And we should urge
them to do it as soon as possible.
Now, Mr. and Mrs. Ed Monson write from San
Antonio to urge support of companies showing a higher
degree of concern for energy solutions and the unemployment
problems.
Mrs. Hannah Folsom of Ojai, California, offers
an additional suggestion. She urges that steps be taken
to cut down on the proportion of administrative personnel
to productive workers in plants and stores and the like.
I think this is a great idea.
MORE
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And let me say to Mrs. Folsom, I will apply
this good idea to the Federal bureaucracy. ·
Committee· recommendation number seven·
proposes we make economizing fashionable. Let me
repeat that -- economizing fashionable. Shop wisely,
look for bargains, go for the lowest-cost item, and
most importantly, brag about the fact that you•al'e
a bargain hunter. You should be proud of it•
The committee certainly is not suggesting
Americans should buy less. We should all buy smarter,
stick to a shopping list. The experts tell us that
is the best way to get a real bargain.
Kathy Daly, a student at Sacred Heart High
School in Weymouth, Massachusetts, has one formula
for shopping wisely and saving energy.· Kathy·
suggests buying warmer clothes this winter~·
G. M. Knapp of Tuscon, Arizona, puts it
this way: "Only you can stop inflation. Buy only if
you need it."
Committee recommendation number eight .
asks Americans to work with others to eliminate
outmoded regulations that keep the cost of goods
and services high, and to enforce regulations that
advance efficiency, health and safety.
,, .
W. A. Taylor of Cambr.idge,. Massachusetts,
points out that because of Interstate Commerce
Commission regulations, m.any, many trucks return empty,
deadheading, so to speak. I have already .. ~sked the
Congress to undertake a joint review of restrictive
and outdated rules by the Federal Government and its
independent regulatory agencies.
Yesterday I called upon Governors and mayors
and others to do the same thing.
Committee recommendation number nine.is
do it yourself. Plant WIN gardens for yourself or
within your community. Pool other do-it-yourself
skills, and you can.·
.Sylvia Porter tells me that $10 worth of
seeds on a 25-by-30 .plot will .grow $290 worth of
vegetables. And she contends that community gardens
can grow even in the inner cities of our major
metropolitan areas.

MORE
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gardens.

Many

lett_~?:'~S

to the

Whit~

Ho:tJ,s_e . ,pr,opose WIN

i . ·~· :

Rick J:acpbs'en of the Fifth. :Grade· at ·Sault ·st.
Marie, Michigan, writ_es the. White Ho.use·· that uwe planted
our own garden so \.ie .could 'save on vegetables. II In
southern areas of our country, there is still plenty
of time: to plant WIN gardens. The rest of us who. come
from the: northern_ St:ates can plan. fo:r the riext spring.
Committee recommendation number ten asks
Americans to assist in recycling programs and the reuse
of scrap metals.
Margaret and Bill Dolton of High Falls, New
York, write me on recycled paper that one ton ·of
recycled fib~rs saves 1''7 live trees and a ton of
waste.
Talbert and Elaine Stein of Detroit ask for
more recycling centers at local sites so you don't
have to travel so far to peposit a few cans or bottles.
Mrs. Laird B~b$r'of.Morris, Minnesota,
wants to know if a national program can be organized_
to collect cans, glass, newspapers. The Citizens' ·
Committee is going to stimulate local organizations
throughout our country in this regard-~
I cite these· because they are typical of thousands and thousands of creative suggestions from
Americans in ali 50 States~
I would like to add, if I might, just two
points on my own to round out the committee's ten
to make it a daily dozen.·
Number eleven, ~aste less in every way.
Unfortunately, Americans have an international
reputation as the world's worst wasters. We waste food,
gasoline, pape.r, electricity, natural resources. As
a matter of fact we waste most everything. We litter
our streets and countryside with waste.
One friend told me we could probably whip
understand this -- whip inflation with the con~ents
of our trash cans.
In your own home~ let me make a simple
suggestion. Just take one hour to inake a trash
invent_ory. In the lett'ers that I have received at
the ·White House are thousands o·f good suggestions.
instance, take all you want, but eat all you take.

For

The first words I can remember in my dad's
house were very simple but very direct. Clean up your
plate before you get up from the table. And that is
still pretty good advice.
MORE
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When you aren't ·using them, turn off the lights,
turn off the television, turn off the radio, turn off the
water, use less hot water, insulate attics .and windows,
shut doors, keep rooms at 68 ij.egrees in.w;i.ntertime.
when you are awake,and at lower temperatures when you
sleep.
.

Reducing waste, we know, can save money and
energy. At the very same tfme, it is a double duty for
inflation fighters.
My 12th and final point is an important one
to every one of us: Guard your health. One of the
worst wastes we have in America is.days lost through
sickness. Statistically, we are one of the heal thies_t .
nations in the world and your Government and the medical
profession are constant.ly trying to improve public health
and disease prevention.
But the facts are we can do much better .... This
will materially strengthen our attack on inflation ·
by increasing individual productivity, by reducing
demand for health care and the checking of its soaring
costs, by helping balance the family budget in this
essential but unpredictable cost item.
The success of cooperative volunteer action
will depend on a mutuality of effort, a sense of fairness a;nda wid!!spread s~pport of goals. The benefits
of such action will lead to greater civic efforts by
millions of Americans and a focused awareness of what
directions public policy should take for economic
justice for all.
I have requested the Governors of every State
and the governing authorities of our territories, and
the District of Columbia, to form WIN committ~es on
the State and local levels. It is my observation that a
chain r>eaction has started. Our Government will not
dictate this driv.~ but will use its existil')g_mechanisms
to assure the cumulative.effort.
I have asked the Federal Energy Administration
to continue and make pub],.ic, to exhibit for all of us
to look at, monthly reports on gasoline consumption so
we can make sure that we save that one million barrels
per day from foreign imports.
Earlier, I asked every American to drive or
to cut his car mileage by five percen~. That is not
very hard. That would save one-fourth of the 1975 goal for
petroleum savings.

MORE

J
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Tonight, I ask, I ask those who can, to make
it ten percent and I am ordering an even larger
reduction for all Federal vehicles.
A national reporting system will be instituted
before this year ends to assure a new year of less
inflation and greater self-confidence for all Americans.
We will know exactly where we are going and how fast
we are getting there.
As I listen and travel, I hear each day of new
and exciting efforts by individual and volunteer
groµps in our great country. This is the real WIN
spirit of America. I am greatly encouraged. I think
we are on our way.
With your help, each new day will bring more
good news than bad news for our economy. Yes,
there will be some setbacks. We will not be out of
the economic trenches by Christmas, but I remind you,
if I might, of just one fact: Every battle in history
has been won by the side that held on for just five
minutes longer. Our enemy in this battle has been
called inflation. But perhaps Pogo was wiser when
he said, "I have met the enemy and he is us."
If we, the people, can overcome ourselves
as we have other enemies in our history, we will
surely overcome our economic difficulties and come out
a happier and a better people.
Let me close by reading you an energy-saving
suggestion of an eight-year-old girl in Bristol, Virginia.
Her name is Luette Brumheller and here is what she
wrote:
Turn off lights when not needed and if you
are scared when you go to bed without the light, tell
your mother or father and they will do something about it."
11

Luette, we are not going to be scared of the
dark, any of us, because we are all in this togethe~ -mothers and fathers, grandparents and ~reat, great
grandparents, sisters and brothers -- until together,
we turn back on the lights of the brighter tomorrow
in America.
Thank you very, very much.
END

(AT 7:38 P.M. CDT)
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CITIZENS' ACTION COMMITTEE TO FIGHT INFLATION
Washington, D. C.
FOR RELEASE: Z p. m. (EST)
November 11, 1974

CONTACT: Mrs. Carroll E. Miller
(ZOZ) 456-6466

The following letter is being sent to 10, 000 May-ors and principal county
officials in the United States.
Dear

•

-----~·

As chairperson of the Citizens' Action Committee to Fight Inflation,
1 am asking you today to take the leadership in forming a local Citizens'

Action Committee for the non-partisan WIN Program to fight inflation.
The principal county executives are being asked to form committees in
areas outside the boundaries of incorporated municipalities and cooperation with them. In some instances, cities and counties might decide
locally to join together to have a county-wide or metropolitan WIN, which
is a. matter for local decision.
A membership list is enclosed of the National Citizens 1 Action
Committee to Fight Inflaticn, which was formed by President Ford on
October 8, 1974. This Committee 1 s composition can serve a.a a
guideline for the formation of your own local committee.
The National Committee's start-up suggestions for your local group
are also enclosed.

Citizens' mobilizing together to slow inflation can be

an important force in conquering this Nationwide problem.

A public announcement of these plans for local action committees
will be made November 11, 1974.
Sincerely,

Sylvia Porter

CITIZENS' ACTION COMMITTEE TO FIGHT INFLATION
Washington, D, C.
FOR RELEASE: Z p. m. (EST)
November 11, 1974

CONTACT: Mrs. Carroll E. Miller
(202.) 456 -6466

The following pledges a.re suggested for use by local action committees:

Bueinessman 1 s and Businesswoma.n 1 s Pledge:·
I pledge to my customers that to the very best of my ability
I will hold or reduce prices and will buy whenever possible from
those who have pledged fo do the same.

saver.

I also pledge to be an energy

This signed pledge is evidence of my participation in, and

support of, the WIN Program.

Consumer Pledge
l pledge to my fellow citizens that I will buy, when possible,
only those products and services priced at or below present levels.
I also promise to conserve energy and I urge others to sign this
pledge.

Worker Pledge:
I pledge that I -- through my union ... will join with my fellow
workers and my employer in

se~ldng

ways to conserve energy and

eliminate waste on the job. I also promise to urge others to sign
this pledge.

*

*

See item three of thoughts for local WIN committees.

ClTIZENS 1 .ACTION CO!v:MITTEE TO FIGHT INFLATION
Washington, D. C.
FOR RELEASE: 2 p. m. {EST)
November 11, 1974

CONTACT: ?vi:rs. Carroll E. Miller
{ZCZ) 456-6466

The following is the statement of principle of the Citizens t Action
Committee to Fight Inflation.

The Citizens 1 Action Com1nittee to Fight Inflation is a nonpartisan,

volunteer working cor.nm.ittee.

The committee will develop public under-

standing and participu.tion in a nationwide effort to control inflation and

save energy.

This nonpartisan committee dealing with a nonpartisan

problem will mobilize the nation through all of its peopl.e.
call~

The commit.tee

on every American, on Federal, state and Local governments•

organizations, business and labor to WIN the fight against inflation.

-Adopted October 12, 1974
at the White House

CITIZENS' ACTION COMMITTEE TO FIGHT INFLATION
Washington, D. C.
FOR RELEASE: 2 p. m. (EST)
November 11, 1974

CONTACT: Mrs. Carroll E. Miller
(Z02) 456-6466

The items below are offered as suggestions for getting underway once a
broadly representative WIN Committee has been set up as per our letter
to your Mayor or County Executive. They are suggestions only: Feel
free to amend them as your own imagination or focal conditions indicate.
1.

Provide for your city/county/metropolitan WIN Committee to handle
at least four function: Awards, Ideas, Participation, and Public
Relations. Don't forget to arrange for a bulk-mail permit and a
press-release writer.

2.

Set up small (4-5 members) 11 sector-participation 11 groups along the
lines of the campaign committees used by your area Community
Chest, Givers Fund, or United Way. Promote 11 percent-of-sector 11
participating competition; i.e., pit the sector-committee for "light
industries" against that for "retail merchants" to see who can get
the higher percentage of their sector's firms participating in WIN.

3.

The official WIN pledges are enclosed for your use.
on format:

Some suggestions

A. Lay out the business pledges so they can be receipts-signed orstamped by the overall participation committee for display, and make
them available through the mayor's office, the Chamber of Commerce,
the Retail Merchants' Association, farm organizations, etc.
B. Format the consumer pledges for distribution via newspapers
{printing in color or reverse if possible·) and also, if desired, for
distribution through banks, groceries, schools and colleges, serve
organizations, union locals and shop stewards, utility offices. etc.
C. The parenthetical phrase, "through my union" can be deleted from
the worker pledge to make it directly applicable to non-union employee
groups. Note that the union Label on Locally produced materials (buttons,
flyers, pledge-forms, etc.) will quite often generate additional
community support.
4.

Secure WIN endorsements from local organizations, schools, and
colleges. Suggest also that they have at least one WIN-orientation
program for their people.

5.

In plants, stores, and service firms {such as hospitals) set up joint
labor .. management committees reporting to their related sectorparticipation sub-committees; where appropriate, consider special
11
employee-to-management 11 or vice versa awards.

6.

Arrange for regularly-scheduled and placed WIN "new participants"
and 11 awa.rds 11 announcements in print and electronic media; include
house-organs and plant-newspapers here. too.

7.

Run newspaper and suggestion-box columns and contests for ideas that
will help WIN work, being sure to involve schools, Boy $counts, 4-H,
etc. radio stations can devote call-in show time to these, too.

8.

Arrange well-publicized monthly sessions of the city/county/metropolitan WIN Committee for participation and idea awards; initial
recommendations of winners could come from groups and individuals
within the participation sectors.

CITIZENS' ACTION COMMITTEE TO FlOHT INFLATION
Washington, D. C.
FO.R. RELEASE: 2 p. m. (EST)
November 11, 1974

CONTACT: Mrs. Carroll E. Miller
{ZOZ) 456-6466

The following letter has been sent to 54 Governors.
Dear Governor:
We are asking you today to take the leadership to form a statewide
nonpartisan Citizens 1 Action Com1nittee to Fight Inflation.
One of the first actions l)f this committee could be to determine ways
and means to slow inflation and save energy statewide. Mayors in your
state today are being asked to take the leadership in forming local comm.it·
iees. We encourage the state committee to work with the local committees
to assure a coordinated effort.
One of the most effective things your state committee can do would
be to establish a mechanism for measuring and reporting progress within
your state in slowing inflation and saving energy.

You could report this

progress to your constituents and to the nonpartisan National Citizens•
Action Committee, which was formed by President Ford on October 8, 1974.
Several Oovernors ha.ve indicated to the President that they are
ca.lling special meetings of their department heads to review ways and
means of assessing the potential inflationary impact of new state
programs, rules and regulations.

These efforts, if undertaken by all,

could surely result in significant developments which could produce
great progress in stabilizing the economy.
A public announcement of these plans for local action committees
will be made November 11, 1974.
Thank you in advance for yo\11' cooperation.
Sincerely,

Sylvia Porter, Chairperson

.

.

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

November 20, 1974

Attached is background information in regard to the Citizens'
Action Committee to Fight Inflation. The Committee 1 s goal is
to stop inflation and save energy through a citizens' mobilization.
If this effort can succeed it is obvious that no further steps such
as mandatory government controls would be necessary.
The attached information was prepared specifically for guidance
to civic and trade associations. Associations can play an important
role in the citizens' effort by mobilizing their own members.
in the past. Your backing of the WIN Program would again be an
important support mechanism.
Sincerely,

~yt·£~son
Citizens' Action Committee
to Fight Inflation

,

CITIZENS 1 ACTION COMMITTEE TO FIGHT INFLATION
FACT S!IEET

The Citizens 1 Act ton Committee to Fight Inflation (the WIN Program) is a
nonpartisan, volunteer working committee.

It is an outgrowth of suggestions

made at the September 27-28, 1974 Conference on Inflation in Washington,

D. C.

In his address to the Joint Session of Congress on October 8, President Ford
announced the enlistment of a group of distinguished Americans to help plan for
citizen and group participation as members of the Committee.
Purpose:

The committee will develop public understanding and participation
in a nationwide effort to control inflation and save energy.

This

nonpartisan committee dealing with a nonpartisan program will mobilize
the nation through all of its people.

The committee calls on every

American, on Federal, state and local government-s, organizations,
business and labor to WIN the fight against inflation.
Chairperson: Sylvia Porter serves as the National chairperson of the Committee.
Co-chairmen are Carol T. Foreman, Ex. Dir. of the Consumer
Federation of America; William J. Meyer, President, Central

r

Automatic Sprinkler Company in Lansdale, Pennsylvania; Leo Perlis,

Dir. of Community Service, AFL-CIO and Frank Stanton, Chairman cif

•

the American National Red Cross.
Task Forces:

The Committee has two task forces in operation: the Task Force on

·/

State and Local Action Committees and the Task Force on Public Awareness.

Inquiries: Inquiries to the Citizens' Action Committee to Fight Inflation
may be addressed to P.O. Box 19188, Washington, lD. C. 20036

or phone {202) 456-6466.

CITIZENS' ACTION COMMITTEE TO FIGHT INFLATION
Washington, D. C.
IMPORT ANT POINTS FOR EDITORIAL COMMENT OR SPEECH USE
The Citizens' Action Committee to Fight Inflation (the WIN Program)
is an outgrowth of suggestions made at the September 27-28, l974 Conference
on Inflation for a nationwide citizens' mobilization against inflation and to
save energy. In his address to the Joint Session of Congress on October 8, 1974,
President Ford announced the enlistment of a group of distinguished Americans
to help plan for citizen and group participation in the effort as inembers of
the Committee.
In an initial meeting with President Ford at the White House on October 12,
the Committee adopted a Statement of Principle: To organize as a non-partisan
working committee.
While .representative of a cross-section of American life, the Citizens'
Action Committee recognizes the complexity and diversity of our national
community. Accordingly, it does not advocate a single pattern of citizen
participation for the country but rather seeks to encourage local autonomy
and initiative in program development and operation.
The cumulative effect of millions of Americans pulling together can be
enormous. Each cotnmunity, each company, each union, each trade
association can cooperate to establish a national purpose to WiN. Infi.c1.liuu
is the common enemy of all of us. It touchs everyone and everything as it
erodes and saps the economic strength of this country.

\

At a press conference on November ll, 1974, the Task Force on State and
Local Action Committees announced that letters were being sent to
54 Governors ci.nd lO, 000 Mayors and principal county officials in the United
States by Sylvia Porter, Committee Chairperson, to enlist their assistance
in the for.matio::i of statewide and local nonpartisan Citizens 1 Action Comn1ittees
to Fight Inflatton and Save Energy. At that time, the following pledges
designed for individual action were suggested for use by local action committees:
Businessman's and Businesswoman's Pledge:

,

I pled~e to my customers that to the very best of my ability I
will hold or reduce prices and will buy whenever possible from those who
have pledged to do the same. I also pledge to be an energy saver. This
signed pledge is evidence of my participation, and support of, the WIN Program.
Consumer Pledge
I pledge to my fellow citizens that I will buy, when possible, only
those products and services priced at or below present levels. I also promise
to conserve energy and I urge others to sign this pledge.
Worker Pledge:
I pledge that I--through my union--witl join with my fellow workers
and my employer in seeking ways to conserve energy and eliminate waste on
the job. I also promise to urge others to sign this pledge.

CITIZENS' ACTION COMMITTEE TO FIGHT INFLATION
P. O. Box 19188
Washington, D. C. 20036

HOW ASSOCIATIONS CAN HELP
,:,,:, Endorsement of WIN Program by Chief Executive Officer calling on all
members to support efforts of their governors, mayors and local
WIN Con1mittees. Endorsement letters encouraging support of
WIN pledges can be sent to members by special mailings and
announcement made through house organs, such as news letters,
re leases, etc.
:;,:;, Encourage pledge displays in organization offices on bulletin boards
in high traffic areas and on outside windows. Support community
pledge displays in plants, stores and service firms (hospitals).
>:n:<

Sponsor competitions among members for ideas on energy conservation
and ways to whip inflation. Set up a special column in newsletter
to publicize suggestions and their impact.

>:o:< Sponsor award programs for member groups having highest percentage
of WIN participants.
~:e':~

Encourage chief executives and spokesmen to include organization's
...
WIN-related activities in public addresses.

::t:~

Sponsor newspaper ads and TV and radio announcements to publicize
your support and to call on others to participate.

>:<>:<

Use WIN logo on letters and other mailings.

The Citizens Action Committee to Fight Inflation invites all associations
and organizations to participate in this effort.

'

For full information and '

prompt cooperation, please phone or write:
Citizens' Action Committee to Fight Inflation
P. 0. Box 19188
Washington, D. C. 20036
PHONE:

(202) 456-6466

/

,,
B ..\C!\:C ROlJ'"ND on Economic ?-1.:eeting

The.:;
·omen rep:-es ent the top womens groups throughout the country
(list of invitees attached) . Although zno were invited, because of the
distances involved and the problems of getting to D. C., they expect
between 150-175 att endees.
Anne A rm strong' s office feels i t's important to stress that women are
very important in this effort; that. each of them individually are crucial
to making WIN work and in fighting inflation; and that it's important for
each of them to carry their economic knowledge back and share it with
their groups. They felt it was important to have your visit as an endorsement of the importance of this meeting.
The auditorium, room 450 EOB, is a very intimate room and .looks like
it only seats 50-100 people (an optical illusion - seats 198). At .any rate,
the atmosphere is informal and cozy, given the numbers, and the setup
is a podium just one- step up and close to the audience.
Press will
be in the back row to your left.
Because most of the subjects preceding you are dry, probably any
humor will be doubly appreciated if you think it's appropriate. You will
be sort of the human interest focus and I think those attending will look
to you to get a reading of just how strongly the President feels about
this. (i. e., is this all a PR program, or is there something to it, etc.)

DON" T FORGET YOUR WIN BUTTON~i

I

i::'o rd
·~',"o~' " ~ Economic Conference , Nov. 20, 1974
E :~ "'!"i ve Office Building
~·I:..

Good mo rning.

I'm delighted to b e here today to welcome you and to

bring you a few words from my husband -- long distance
( ... you may have heard that he's out-of-town this week).

as well.
I talked to him

earlier, and he sounded just great -- very much like the job i s still
agreeing with him!

And I want you to know that in spite of the hectic

pace of Japan, he has found time to send me two post cards! He did ask me to let you know this morning how significant
he considers this meeting and how very necessary

he feels it is to get

your organizations involved in the fight against inflation.

He is very

interested in the outcome of this meeting, and I know both Mrs. Armstrong
and I will b.e filling him in next week when he returns ..
Looking at the program, I know you have been getting some
of the top-of-the-line in.formation this morning.
with are certainly

?']

The people you've talked

experts in their fields, and I know have answered

many of your questions.
kind in form.al economics.

·~

I can't talk to you today as an expert of any
But I think I can

talk to you as someone who,

like you, has shopped to feed a growing family for 25 years and watched
the pric es go up year by year -- and more recently, . month by month and
week by week. As simply as I know how to

-more-

_-.... ~:!'-

say it, foflation is devastating.

,

..

re all

affected by it, and it's important that all of u ~ ·oin in the

i;a.inst it.

:\ ·

n~nist ration,

It may be the Nitrnber CP1e Priorit:y in my h•lsoand's

but real progress

in the battle cannot take place unless

each of us makes "it our individual Number One Priority as well.

That's

where each one of you can be instrumental, in conveying the message in
a personal way to your groups.
Last week, Jerry and I signed a

consumers• pledge, and

because I feel strongly that the pledge was much more than a piece of paper,
I'd like to read it to you and let you know some of the ways we've been
trying to apply those words to our family and our way of life.
It reads,

"I pledge to my fellow citizens that I will buy,

when possible, only those products and services priced at or below present
levels.
pledge. "

I also promise to conserve energy,

and I urge others to sign this

The pledge is simple - - two short sentences

and I think it's

appropriate, because most of the things we can do to help

~very

simple.

On a personal level, let me mention some of the things
I ' ve been doing,

some of which are obvious and I'm sure ydu do as well.

One thing that all of us can relate to are our shoes.
Jerry and I have our shoes soled and resoled
foot down ...

For example, both

till our shoe man puts his

I dye and re-dye all my evening shoes,

and in fact -- and

I'm not sure I should confess this -- I have one pair· that's been redyed
five time s!
color.

-. .....
-~

I also dye white shoes once they've turned that tattletale

Also, for evening shoes -- yo-..i know, when you only see the toes

-more-

_ way -- I always buy the least
I've

mad~

exp("~13ive

ones

can.

no secret abont the fact I like clothes.

But I'm

very con s eiou s, particularl y now, of having things made when possibl e, •
and w earing basic colors that I can easily swi tch accessori es "vith -- add
s c arves or jewelry,

wear blouses underneath, and so on. On makeup,

I 've always been one to buy the larger bottle that costs less per ounce,
and

t make an even bigger effort to do that now.
When Jerry and I signed the consumer

pledg~.

he talked

about the importance of people cleaning their plates at mealtime. Yesterday,
somebody asked me if he does that himself, and I had to tell them he'd
eat the plate if they didn't take it away!

Well, that's a little exaggerated;

but we have always stressed taking only what you can eat, and we're even
mo r e conscious of that now.

We've asked the housekeeper at the White

H ous e to shop the specials,

and our menus are planned around items that

are a good buy at the store during that week.

We're trying to stress

economr in all our meals, from those we serve at State

dilf~ers

to those

·f..

we serve our personal guests. One of our close friends came recently
it was his first time 1· at the White House -- and he got stuffed green
peppers!

Jerry is a firm believer that it's up to us to set the example,

and we' ve found that it's even kind of fun.

We're trying to go easy on

sugar as well, a n d with a family of d ieters , it has probably been good
for us .
On e thing that has been tremendous ly encouraging is the
-mo ·: e-

we 1 ve

- .;,t
~

•

~

ad in fighting inflation and conserving energv

rom every

cou.ntry. Do you know that in the laat ino;i.th-ancl-a-hJ.li we ve

gotten mor e than 200, 000 letters either enlisting in the WIN Program or
sharing thoughts and suggestions on how to conserve?

I think this shows

that people throughout the country are seriously interested in coming up
with po sitive ways of fighting this problem. And that's a ve ry important
beginning.
I think it's important that we, as women, take a lead in

this fight because we are the consumers. We

~

the people i.vho decide

how our families spend their money. We feel the pinch perhaps more
acutely than any other member of our family,

and we need to be as

knowledgeable on every aspect of the economy as possible.

We can be

very influential in this effort, and I urge each one of you to get your
organiz ations involved and thinking.
I feel personally that I'm

making a conscious effort and
I

feel justified in being able to wear my WIN button.
it 1 s a g ood feeling,

I

I want you to know

and I want to spread it around!

I suspect that Mr. Freeburg is going to share some of
the suggestions he's been getting on how people can help in the WIN effort.
But just to show you that WINning can be fun, I thought, iri conclusion,
that you might enjoy some of the suggestions

~

been getting from writers:

One) When you let your cat in, open your door for just 10 seconds. And if
he doesn't come, give him a quick, gentle shove!

-more-

Two) Don't have so

rr'. 1.• .

the:'"
And

d y _; of school (that from a student, I s11spect ).

c)

y.i
Make ; - a

.• r<:" has to be at least two people . under every elect!"ic
c;:::ially, if you don't have a hot ·water bottle...

,la:::iket!J

sleep wi n your cat!

Thank you very much.

#
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prepared for Amerle&ll• by the 11oe-partuaa Cltla•o•' Actloo
Committee to Fl1bt Jn..flatlon.

The \\'IN C ommltt•• l• aakln1 Mayor• and prlticlpal Cow.\ty
oUtclala aero•• the Couatry to

••t up local action com.mitt••• for

dl•trlb\IUOG ol dmllar pled1•• for clUaens to etaa la. a concerted
ma••

elf~rt

to atop lnflatloa.

Th• Committee baa alao prepared

a b•Hlneaunaa•a aad buln•••wom.an'• pledge and a worker'•
pled1• for local dlatrlbutlon. Each Oo••roor ta be1D1 aaked to
••tabllab one atate-wlde eommltt•• to determine way• and me&1H

to elow laflaUoa and

••ff ea•ru atat• wide.

U •ll Amel'icao1 wtu pu.11 toaelller to bold th• UnQ on prtcea

...

or reduce pl'leea, to lncreaae producU•lty, and to aave energy,
thl• citlaeria• moblllsatloa to •low lollatlom can work. lD.!latloD
la aapping th• ecoaomlc atreaclta of thl• Cowah'y and it muat b•

broo1ht under coatrol.

I
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FROM THURSDAY'S PAPERS
Baltimore Sun: Betty Ford urged about 200 women ' s organizat1on leaders yesterday to join the fight against inflation by
following the first family in taking the "consumer pledge."
The women, representing dozens of women's groups, were given
administration briefs on the economy by Roy L. Ash, the budget
director; L. William Seidman, assistant to the President for
economic affairs: and William E. Simon, Secretary of the Treasury.

